NOTES ON THE RUSIN LANGUAGE OF YUGOSLAVIA
AND ITS EAST SLOVAK ORIGINS*

Horace G. Lunt

1. The Yugoslav Rusin language (YR) is spoken by over twenty thousand people who call themselves Rusnaci or Rusini. It is one of the legally valid languages of public life, used in schools, courts, radio and television, and in many publications. The official designation of the language is Rusin (SC ruskinski jezik, YR ruski jazik), and its sponsors declare it to be a dialect of Ukrainian. The Rusins are descendants of emigrants from the Carpathian valleys of the northern tributaries of the upper Tisa, chiefly those now in eastern Slovakia (the Hornad and Bodrog) but with some, perhaps, from farther east, particularly the valleys of the Už and Latorica. No discussion of the origins of YR is meaningful without a firm background of the linguistic situation in this homeland, eastern Slovakia.

2. Slovak dialects fall easily enough into three groups, West, Central and East; the standard language is based on Central Slovak, with strong influences from the western dialects. Eastern Slovak differs in a number of crucial phonological, morphological, syntactical, and lexical items. One is in the ethnonym itself: they call themselves Slovjak (not Slovak). Not surprisingly, some of the isoglosses that set ESk apart from CntSkl join ESk with the Polish dialects to the north and northwest and/or the Ukrainian dialects to the northeast. The villages close to the Slovakia-

---

*May 1997. This article stands as I wrote it in 1990, with an addendum, §14, from 1991; I have no information about what has happened to the Rusins and their language since that time.

1In English they have been called Ruthenians and Rusinians.

2Since Duličenko's discussion of YR in the framework of "Slavic literary microlanguages" in 1981, a number of summary articles about this newest Slavic standard language have appeared (and Duličenko has written extensively about grammatical details in contemporary YR). A native student essay (Barič) produces quite misleading conclusions because the author was not yet well enough trained to deal consistently with the complex historical and comparative data. Pohl's informative contemporary account includes a useful map. Švagrovský provides the fullest account of the socio-historical factors and the most extensive bibliography. Witkowski, making use of Horbatsch's listing of details, gives perhaps the most explicit linguistic discussion. Timko provides data about the current status of the language in terms of hours of radio and television, enrollment in schools, and the like; she is rather gloomy, because enrollments are decreasing. Horbatsch 1969 (like Bidwell 1966) puts the Rusin population at c.360,000; the 1981 census records 23,285, a decrease of over 5% from official 1971 figures. The loss appears to be more a matter of revised self-definition than of rising mortality and/or falling birth rates (cf. Rašič).

3The term Slovjak has apparently died out since 1918, except in the context of 1938-44 efforts by individuals called renegades by Slovak scholars (Pauliny 1947: 91, Švagrovský 260). I will use it without any political intent as a convenient synonym for East Slovak — see below.
Ukraine frontier are Ukrainian; scattered enclaves farther west are also Ukrainian. The Slovak Dialect Atlas (ASJ) records data from 98 points in East Slovakia; of these, four are called Goral (Polish or Polish-influenced) and seven Ukrainian. The 87 Slovak points, covering an area of perhaps 18,000 square kilometers, thus provide evidence for a broader language-type we may call East Slovak or, using the local name for purposes of finer subdivision, Slovjak (Sjk). We may further distinguish a central zone (about 8,000 square kilometers between 21° and 22° of east longitude) by excluding the western and eastern zones, leaving 57 points I will call core Slovjak: 5 in the Southeastern Spiš dialect, 19 in the Šariš dialect in the north, 9 in the Abov dialect in the south, and 24 in the Zemplin dialect in the east.

3. In the 1740s, families from this zone emigrated south to what is now northern Yugoslavia, to the region called Bačka (the western part of the autonomous province of the Vojvodina), to be followed in subsequent decades by other families and individuals. Their descendants maintained a separate existence, and in the twentieth century have declared themselves to constitute a separate ethnus, called Rusnaci (Rusnaks) or Rusini (Rusins). Yugoslav law recognizes them as a narod-

---

4The Southwestern U dialects in eastern Slovakia and to the north in Poland are called Lemko, and differ from their neighbors in the Soviet Ukraine, called Transcarpathian and Bajko. It is Lemko and Transcarpathian that, we may presume, would have been spoken by emigrants before 1918 from this northeastern rim of the Kingdom of Hungary. Soviet Slavists (Samuil Borisovič Bernštejn, Nikita Il’ič Tolstoj, A. P. Klepikova, Josyf Dzendzelivš’kyj, and others) have found good linguistic reasons to speak of a special Carpathian zone with Slavic, Hungarian, and Rumanian interaction. Materials so far published indicate that the Soviet-Czechoslovak frontier generally coincides with a major bundle of isoglosses that set East Slovak apart; it has enough “Carpathian” features to be included in the linguistic union, but deviates so often that it must be termed peripheral.

5Volume I shows dialect boundaries based presumably on phonological criteria, while IV has a somewhat simpler classification, with slightly different boundaries, based on lexical criteria. My definition includes points 231-338, and generally follows ASJ I for boundaries; disagreements on details are unlikely to change any of the conclusions I make here. — The Ukrainian dialect atlas for the southwest, AUM 2, is largely irrelevant for Slovjak, for the features mapped simply are not found in Slovakia; the lexical maps, however, frequently show the extremely varied extent that characteristic Sjk words are shared with dialects in the Soviet Union, as do the narrowly regional Transcarpathian atlases (Dzendzelivš’kyj, Bernštejn et al.).

6The Goral zone is the northern slopes of the valley of the Poprad, which flows east and north to join the Dunajec, a tributary of the Vistula. The other East Slovak valleys empty eventually into the Tisa and thus the Danube. One of the dialects labelled Goral has far fewer Polish features than the other three.

7Some 18th-century emigrants apparently came directly from their northern villages to the Vojvodina, while others spent varying periods of time in Slavic settlements in Hungary before moving on to the Bačka. Information so far published is not full enough to fill in all the details (Luboš, Švagrovsky).

8This includes some settlers south of the Danube, in Srijem, now part of Croatia.

9After c. 1850, Lemko speakers from Slovakia and neighboring Carpathian regions also emigrated to the Vojvodina; their self-designation is Rusyn, and their speech is decisively East Slavic. Data from three representative Yugoslav Lemko Ukrainian villages are cartographed in AUM II. For socio-political reasons, Rusins and Ukrainians in Yugoslavia have formed joint organizations of many kinds. Carpatho-Rusyn organizations in North America are es-
nost or nationality, one of a number of such groups of considerably varying size characterized chiefly by the fact they do not belong to any of the six narodi or nations, the major indigenous Slavic ethno-cultural groups of Yugoslavia.

3.1 Attention was drawn to the Bačka Rusnaci in 1897-98 by the energetic Ukrainian ethnographer Volodymyr Hnatjuk (1871-1926), who published three volumes that included an extensive collection of folksongs and tales, with thematic analyses and comparative studies, and detailed accounts of customs and traditions. He consistently referred to the group and their language as 'Russian', i.e. Rusnaci and rus'kyj.

The Norwegian Slavist Olaf Broch was among the first to react to Hnatjuk's publications. In a short review, Broch, a linguist with a particularly sensitive ear, who had done field work around Užhorod with the express purpose of defining the Ukrainian-Slovak linguistic frontier, praised Hnatjuk for the texts and ethnographical observations, but was severely critical of his transcriptions and linguistic remarks. In particular he objects to the label rus'kyj, on the grounds that the Bačka dialect is essentially identical with dialects west of Užhorod that he is familiar with and considers to be Slovak. He firmly rejects Hnatjuk's arguments, stating: "To argue about names (Benennungen) really makes little sense. [...] In the regions we are talking about, one must always keep clearly in view that language is not to be confused with nationality" (1899: 57). Thus "from a purely linguistic point of view" the name of the language should be Slovak; as for the speakers, perhaps indeed their ancestors were not Slovaks. The labels Rusin, Rusnak and Slovak have been sufficiently written about; these "names are valid rather for religious confession than for nationality" (58). Contrary to Hnatjuk's opinion, the "Slovakization" of the dialect was prior to emigration from the north, for in the new environment there were neither the kind of Slovak settlements nor the sort of language contact that might foster such a language shift.10

In a similar fashion, the Czech linguist František Pastněk and the Russian A. I. Sobolevsky (who had also done field work in eastern Slovakia) considered Hnatjuk's texts to be in Slovak rather than any sort of East Slavic. In 1902 Vatroslav Jagić, with his usual perceptive common sense, remarked, "Hnatjuk may be right as an ethnologist, Sobolevsky and Pastněk as linguists" (AsPh 24:621).

Hnatjuk in subsequent publications persisted in denying any connection of the Bačka Rusnaks with Slovak language or ethnos; various scholars continued to object to his interpretations. One of Hnatjuk's essays praises a little book of poems in the Bačka dialect published in Żółkwa, Poland, by a 17-year-old native of Bacs-Kerestur (now Ruski Kerestur or Krstur), the major Rusin center. This slim volume, by Gabor Kostelnik Gombos, turned out to be the beginning of a standardized

---

10While Broch does not say so expressis verbis, he implies that the Uniates, perhaps descendants of Ukrainian speakers, abandoned their parental dialects in favor of Slovjak dialects.
language. When the Vojvodina was assigned to the new state of Yugoslavia in November, 1918, the Rusins immediately began to organize politically in order to achieve cultural rights, particularly the right to use their own language, in schools and public life. In 1923 Gabor Kostel'nik published a grammar of the new language, and from then on there was a steady trickle of publications. After 1945 conditions improved for cultural autonomy; by 1970 schooling in Rusin (YR) was available through the secondary level.

3.2 The first non-Slavic scholarly notice of the new status of Rusin was in a brief but informative article by Charles Bidwell, in 1966.\textsuperscript{11} He states unambiguously that the "Rusenians" in the Vojvodina

"form a separate ethnic group. ... Although their speech is linguistically classifiable as an Eastern Slovak dialect, they consider themselves a separate national group related to the Russian and Ukrainian and are so recognized by the Yugoslav authorities.

They are Catholics of the Byzantine Rite (Uniates)" (32).\textsuperscript{12}

After an efficient account of the phonology, with notes on salient grammatical features and brief comparative remarks, Bidwell states,

"Trasmuch as Bačka Ruthenian has been shown in regard to all the crucial features to fall into the West Slavic language group (and hence cannot ipso facto be Ukrainian, i.e. East Slavic), to share a great number of phonological features with East Slovak dialects, and to share no feature with any variety of Ukrainian which is not

\textsuperscript{11}Eugen Pauliny, in an addendum to his 1948 history of the Slovak literary language, notes briefly that the "Zemplín dialect" is "still used as the literary language of the Greek-Catholic Slovak population of Yugoslavia... These Slovaks consider themselves Rus, i.e. Ukrainia-ns" (91-2). He prints a short sample from Kostel'nik's 1923 grammar and one from a Kerestur newspaper, 1947 (92-93). (The newspaper item is omitted from the otherwise identical text in the 1966 and 1971 editions.) Péter Király, a Hungarian Slavist who is a native speaker of a central Zemplín dialect, paraphrases this statement, modifying the definition to "Abov-Zemplín dialect" (78). Similar short matter-of-fact remarks of this sort apparently are scattered in various Slovak accounts of Yugoslavia, most of them inaccessible to me. (Seemingly of greater interest is a 140-page grammar by Maria Hagovska in a kind of proposed standard EStk, designed specifically for YR schools, published in Košice-Prešov in 1949; I know it only from the negative remarks in Tamas, 1988: 343-7.) Horbatsch 1962 starts with the premise that YR is Ukrainian; though he accurately lists the salient features of YR, he classes most of them as somehow transitional. He continually states that YR items are found in Slovak or East Slovak, yet he ignores their cumulative significance, since he never focuses on East Slovak dialects as a whole, as a macrodialect.

\textsuperscript{12}Bidwell's article remains unknown to most non-US Slavists. Thus Marvan 76 credits a Swedish scholar, Sven Gustavsson, with perceiving unambiguously that Rusin is a West Slavic language. (Gustavsson's Swedish articles, listed by Marvan and Birnbaum, have not been available to me; his translated 1983 lecture does mention Bidwell, 1984 n. 4.) Bidwell's hasty morphological sketch is more than sufficient to answer Marvan's queries as to the East Slovak nature of the system. And of course Bidwell was acquainted with the data and arguments of Broch and Pauliny.
shared with other East Slovak dialects [emphasis added, HGL.], it appears that the linguistic classification of Bačka Ruthenian as East Slovak, rather than Ukrainian, is beyond dispute" (35-36).

Aware of the dismay these incisive formulations might have on the Rusins themselves, he adds a note that should be taken to heart by every linguist:

"The national consciousness of the Bačka Ruthenians which asserts that they are an ethnic group apart from the Slovaks has, of course, no bearing on the linguistic classification of their dialect, just as what I have written concerning the linguistic affiliation of their speech must not be construed as in any sense denying their right to consider themselves either as a separate ethnic group or as Russians or Ukrainians, as they see fit."

Unfortunately, too many linguists, along with ethnologists and social scientists who ought to know better, still identify language with nationality or ethnicity. Any twenty or thirty-word sample of Rusin (excepting especially scholarly or journalistic works) amply demonstrates the East Slovak and non-Ukrainian character of the language, precisely as Bidwell specified. It is important to emphasize East Slovak, because too much space has been wasted on comparing Rusin to other Slavic standard languages, often with little attention even to standard Slovak. Yet perusal of even the limited sources cited by Bidwell suffices to emphasize how dif-

---

13 This is a crucial methodological principle: since if the hypothesis being tested is that YR is basically Sjk, then items found both in East Slovak and Ukrainian count as Sjk; for purposes of comparison other than with YR their value may be something else. Thus dumac 'to think' as a lexical item is shared by Sjk and Ukrainian but not Central Slk or SC; for YR it belongs in the Sjk component. YR pečinka 'liver' is phonetically more like U than CntSlk pečinka, but the Slk/Sjk correspondence is phonologically expected and this word too belongs to the Sjk lexical base of YR. (Standard Slk prefers the non-diminutive pečeln.) Although ruku 'hand (As)' could be East Slavic or Serbo-Croatian as to both stem and desinence, it too must be assigned to the Sjk component of YR. I will return to lexical problems below.

14 Henrik Binbaum, torn between the obviously correct conclusions stated by Bidwell and others and the flat statement by the native authority, Mikola Kočič, that Rusin is a Ukrainian dialect, attempts to reconcile these contradictory definitions. First, at the end of ten pages of abstract and inconclusive discussion about terminology, he implies (1983:10) he is about to illustrate "the possible interface of genetic and typological criteria" in defining the language; the controversy is, he says, whether YR "is at its core East Slavic (i.e. a Southwest Ukrainian dialect) or West Slavic (i.e. a regional variety of East Slovak), or simply some kind of mixture of the two" (emphasis added, HGL). (Apparently core means ancient genetic items and mixture later borrowing; but the article is too diffuse for me to be certain.) Then he mentions Bidwell's "fairly accurate sketch" and Broch's opinion (cited from Bidwell) and opines that genetically Rusin "appears thus to be closer to Slovak than to Ukrainian" (13) in terms of phonology. Why "appears"? Why no discussion of linguistic materials? If Bidwell is accurate, Rusin is essentially identical with East Slovak; if Binbaum has found data to contradict Bidwell, he should cite it. In contrast, Eva Maria Ossadnik's laudably detailed and judicious 6-page survey has no hesitation in agreeing with Bidwell against Kočič, Horbatsch, and others. (See also §14 at the end of this paper.)

15 This sort of comparison goes back to Kostel'nik's 1923 grammar, which disingenuously uses standard Slovak selectively to demonstrate the non-Slovak bases of Rusin.
ferent East Slovak is from the Central dialects on which contemporary standard Slovak is based. It is enough to glance through the maps of the Slovak dialect atlas (ASJ) to see why East Slovaks in the past were reluctant to accept books from their western cousins. Their very name, Slovaci, showed (as they insisted) that they were different. Slovak efforts to create a standard language were not successful; I suggest that Yugoslav Rusin comes close to an ideal solution. To be specific, I believe that if the Rusin items could be compared to the pertinent ASJ data, it would turn out that nearly always the Rusin corresponds to the majority usages in the central Slovak regions. The information at my disposal is too incomplete to permit me to undertake this task in full, but a few samples will illustrate what I have in mind.  

4.1 As a basis, let me mention briefly the fundamental phonological features. MCoS t̥l̥d̥ and kv̥g̥v̥ remain (pletla 'she plaited', sadlo 'lard'; kvet or kvit 'flower', hvíza 'star', tjelj resulted in c/f (vracal 'he returned', ovoc 'fruit', noc 'night', cera 'daughter'; mezí 'between', saza 'soot', cuži 'foreign'); torštert, totštel yielded tr̥l̥t̥ět, t̥l̥t̥ět; there is no "epenthetic it", kape 'drips' (inf. kapac, cf. U kapaty kaple) javjac 'appear' (U javljava). These reflexes suffice to establish the core Slovak nature of this dialect type within the broader West Slavic frame. 

4.11 Although Slovak has lost phonemic length in vowels, the reflexes of the long and short ä (ɛ) and e (ɛ e *e e *ê) are different. The non-distinctive stress falls

---

16 Birnbaum (1983: 13) offers as non-Slovak two morphological tidbits, the demonstrative tot (equivalent to dialectical U) as opposed to Slovak ten, and "dobreho, dobromu identical with Ukrainian" versus SIlk "dobreho, dobrému in accordance with the general West Slavic development." He has not looked closely enough. The odd characteristic of Rusin tot, as is clear from sources Birnbaum cites, is that the stem is (tot-) for nominative and accusative (NAM tot n toto Nf tota, Af toci; NAP tori) but oblique (-t-) (e.g. toho, tomu; precisely these forms occur in East Slovak dialects (with an alternate NAM toten in some communities, cf. ASJ II 164). Similarly, though dobróho, dobromu occur also in U, they are quite normal in Slovak (cf. ASJ II map 136, whose many subdivisions should caution against speaking of "the general West Slavic development").

17 A general outline of Slovak can be established from Pauliny 1963, passim, supplemented by the conditioned statements in Stola and Sipos on Slovak/Slovak enclaves in Hungary, Broch's 1897 sketch of a marginal SE Slovak dialect, Buffa's excellent monograph about the northernmost border Slovak dialect, and the texts and glossary in Samo Czambel's book (1906), along with ASJ. Stanislav's work provides historical documentation, but—to judge from references in other Slovak scholarly works—he’s interpretations are of dubious value.

18 The morpheme-doubles (gwézd-/zwézd-) (cf. Lunt 1981 n 38; Trubačev ES sub zwézd) and older {kwit/kvait kvait/cwait kwit/cwit} and newer {kwit/cwit kwét/cwét kw t/cwit} (Trubačev sub kvét) are essentially lexical dialectisms, not illustrative of a phonological rule. I include them here because they are in all the lists that deal with Rusin and/or East Slovak, and because the *kw/*zw we can posit for MCoS is reflected in an isogloss that generally isolates West Slavic from East; the *kw/*cw of 'flower' is less significant, for the k-isogloss cuts eastward far into Ukrainian and Byelorussian.

19 The administrative term Zemplínecky presumably *zemíin- *zemjín-, (the added p being due to Hungarian phonotactics) has been cited as proof that ESlok once had the [l] but lost it. This hypothesis is plausible (cf. Lunt JISLP 41: 60 ), but unprovable.

20 Further non-East Slavic features: initial *j remains before *u, *e: juxa 'soup', ješeň 'autumn', cf. U uxa, osin (G oseny).
regularly on the penult. Early Slk soft t̆l have become c̆l (žeci ‘children’, ižece ‘you go’, cma ‘darkness’). Early Slk soft l̆h became palatal (l̆-anterior). Early Slk soft s̆l became palatal š̆l, opposed in much of Slovjak to both s̆l and š̆l, but in a few southern Abov and Zemplin points š̆l have merged with š̆l (šestra žima > šestra žima). MCoS *cerer gave čere- (čerevo vs. CntSlk črevo ‘intestine’).

4.12 Early West Slavic syllabic liquids have been eliminated, but variation in individual roots and words is considerable; detailed lists might be instructive. In general, a vowel developed before or after the liquid, e.g. arza ‘rust’, čarni ‘black’, červeni ‘red’, umarti and mertvi ‘dead’, verx ‘crest’, perši ‘first’, herľička ‘dove’, polni ‘full’, tlusti ‘fat’, hlíboki ‘deep’; cf. jabluko ‘apple’, obrsva ‘eyebrows’.

4.13 In declension, the allomorphic variation of the old twofold desinences has been eliminated (e.g. NAs pl’eco ‘shoulder’; Gsf ženi, duši). Though some dialects preserve -ov in Gp, in most of Slovjak all nouns have -ox in Gp and Lp,22 -om in Dp, -ami in Ip (xlopop ženox koscom prašatopx; xlopop ženom koscom prašatom; xlapomi ženami koscam prašatami, from xlop ‘man’, žena ‘woman’, kosc ‘bone’, praše ‘piglet’). Old “nt-stems” like *porścę *poršetę have NAs in -e (praše), oblique sg -ec (e.g. Gs prašeca), but plural stem -at- (prašata). Instrumental fis is -u: ženu dušu koscu; cf. personal pronouns, z ňu, zo mnu tobu sobu.

4.14 The interrogative pronoun is co, the negative níč.23 The GAs 3pers pronoun with preposition is nho, e.g. za nho ‘for him’. Adjectives and pronouns in the eastern part of core Slovjak have generalized “hard” Gmn -oho, Dmn -omu, but “soft” GDlf -ej (from old *ěj, *ěj); even more generally, the merger of *y with *i eliminated the contrast in other forms (-Linn -im, GLp -ix, Dp -im, Ip -ima).

4.15 Unique to this area is -o for NA plural in possessive adjectives and pronouns: bratovo, macerino, mojlo, našo zeci ‘brother’s, mother’s, my, our children’.

4.16 Infinitives end in -c. First person present marker has -m in the singular in WSjk and -me in the plural of all verbs in most of the area. The third person has no terminal desinential consonant. The third person imperative marker is naj. The verb kl’ac ‘swear’ has the present k’ejem k’elej k’eleju; ‘understand’ is generally rozumic rozum rozumja. In WSjk ‘am’ is som, ‘are’ is ši, zme, sce, with third person je and su that are ordinarily omitted. The same forms are auxiliaries for the past tense: bul somži, bul’i zme/sce. The masculine past desinence is -l.


---

21These presumably represent MCoS *radja, *čbrn-, *čbrven-, *u-mor-l- reshaped with (t), *mbrtw-, *worb-, *purw-b-, *gurldička, *poln-, *tislt-, *glsb-øk-, *jabilko, *brsw-.

22As Marvan 78 points out, Birnbaum 1983: 13 is wrong to label Gp in -ox as uniquely Rusin.

23The form co is shared by Czech and westernmost Slovak with Sjk, against CntSlk čočuo (and some minor lexical peculiarities) and the so of Soták (a small Sjk group that is distinctive in many ways) and the štoško of U dialects, ASJ II 168; níč is shared by the eastern half of Slovak (with níč in west CntSlk) against the níč of westernmost Słk and Cz, cf. ASJ II 169.
'mare', dižž 'rain', išče 'still, yet', pokriva 'nettle', porvislo 'straw used for tying sheaves', harešt 'jail', merkovac 'notice'.

5. Now, all of this applies to Rusin. Although my information is far from complete, I offer this hypothesis: between c1750 and c1950 the Rusnak immigrants in the Bačka developed a typical emigrant dialect. The many variant forms (phonetic, morphological, derivational, syntactic) brought from subdialects of the Slovak macrodialect were reduced by a sort of homogenizing and regularizing process. Thus the expected š/g merges with š/g as in the minority Abov zone, surely in

---


25 I have heard spoken Rusin only from a brief tape kindly given to me by Wayles Browne; my information is from printed sources. The "minimal" SC/YR and YR/SC dictionaries for elementary schools (Medješi, Jerković) are helpful but discouragingly limited. Kočić's three schoolbooks, Macerinska běšeda, 1965-68, are slightly more informative than his 1974 grammar. I have perused his literary works, along with Hnatiuk's texts, Kostel'nik's works, several volumes of the current journals Tvarôcsc, Švetlosc, and Nova dumka (which includes contributions in Ukrainian and items in SC), and some other stories and poems. I will not try to pinpoint the source of every word I cite. It is highly probable that I have misunderstood some words and passages; I hope that my mistakes in this essay will goad some Slavist who is better informed to write more fully on these topics.

26 Czambl 127-28 considers that the near-identity of Hnatiuk's Bačka texts with contemporary Zemplin speech demonstrates both the age of the Sjk system and "the complete phonetic, morphological and lexical agreement" (emphasis Czambl's) of Bačka and Zemplin speech. The identity is affirmed for 1978 by an aggressively nationalism Rusin-Canadian, Julijan Kolčesar, who was puzzled and annoyed that native speakers in the Zemplin region praised him for speaking "pure Zemplin" but refused to call the dialect Rusin or at least Slavic. A historical dimension is provided by five small books published by Slovak Calvinists in 1750-58. Péter Király, a native speaker of central Zemplin Sjk, trained as a Slavist in Prague, Bratislava, and Budapest, analyzed the language of these books and found it is essentially the same as modern central Zemplin Slovak. In a brief passage about Hnatiuk's Bačka texts, he lists important specific features that are not Zemplin, but Abov (1953: 123) and concludes that YR of the early 1900s must have been very close to the speech of the mid-18th century emigrants (125).

27 This kind of leveling reorganization of linguistic detail in emigrant communities is well known in Slavic linguistic literature; for two other WSl dialects in Yugoslavia, see Dudok and Mirković. — Local dialect differences within YR, in particular between Kerestur and Kocura, are mentioned, but apart from Horbatsch's extremely interesting list of lexical items (1969 311-12), I have found no systematic treatment. Grammatical variation seems to be minimal (as opposed, for example, to that reported by Dudok, and Király 1962). This perhaps has resulted from the long isolation of the group (as opposed to the continued dribble of newcomers from Slovakia in Pivnica and Tětkomlós). An example is the past plural, -lí in Kerestur and the standard, but -lín in Kocura (e.g. bulí/bulí); ASJ II/2 p.163 seems to say that both forms exist in most Sjk regions. Note that I transcribe YR in accordance with scholarly Slovak practice, not by mechanically transliterating the Cyrillic letters: thus net, ešm, ansk, yxa, dído, džabol, džegol, nibal, daskel' become net 'there is not', jesel 'autumn', jazik 'tongue', juxa 'soup', dido 'grandfather', dabol 'devil', džegol 'where', hibal 'may',
part influenced by the lack of corresponding phonemes in Hungarian. The past masculine desinence is -l as in most of Sjk, not -w or -v, as in a small portion (and U). The form som is only in a part of WSjkk (ASJ II 216), but it is supported by nearly all of Central and WSlik; the mi of much of core Sjk (with less common šmi) is isolated in the Slavic world. The infinitive buv ‘to be’ is ESjkk (ASJ II 253), going with mi; WSjkk has buv (and som). Rusin has existential jest and negative net: the former is general Slk, but the latter is WSjkk (with nít in a broad eastern zone). Though 1s pres. is -u in Zemplin (and U, ASJ II 206), it can be ambiguous (e.g. idu 1s and 3p); WSjkk -m (nešem, robim) is further supported by Central Slovak, as well as SC. Sjk ‘to want’ is usually hceć (< *xšt-ć+), but in SWSjkk and YR we find scćeć.

daske’o ‘a number of’, and the like.—Incidentally, a practical consequence of declaring YR to be Ukrainian is transliteration: in the Harvard University Library catalogue, Kočihn is “Kočych”.

28 YR now has five vowels (i e a o u), seven sonorants (j, m n l r), and twenty obstruents (p b t d c s t’ d’ č š k q h f v ž z x h). Perhaps /v/ should be classified as a sonorant, for in syllable-final position it apparently can be pronounced [w], but sources are not unambiguous. Allowing for the lack of /š l/, this corresponds exactly to Sjk. The distribution of /g h x/ varies in Sjk, whereby /x/ is likely to be replaced by /h/ in the south, surely a reflection of Hungarian influence (for H has no /x/, although otherwise the consonantal system has the same inventory). Sipos dispenses with /x/ altogether for the emigrant dialects he describes. In YR, the weak /h/ of SC (for MCoS *x) is an added factor for possible lexical variation. Cf. YR xren ‘horse-radish’, Sipos hren, SC hren/hren, but YR hol’em ‘at least’, Sjk sol’em.

29 The past *šdla *šdla ‘went’ lost the d in early WSlavick (*šdla >šla = {šl}a), so *šdla yielded *šla and prefixed the vowel of the present idje: šsol is found throughout Sjk, and sporadically in Central Slk, for standard istel (ASJ I 156).

30 Birnbaum 1983: 13 opines that the Russo-Rusin “retention” of the auxiliaries is “possibly” due to SC influence. His alternate wording (1981-83: 42) is less clear; he mentions “influence of the Serbo-croatian super- or adstratum” in YR and then notes “retention” of the auxiliary as “reminiscence” of SC forms. What is important is not coincidence with various Slavic dialects, but the exact correspondence of Russo and Sjk forms. All of Birnbaum's alleged non-Slovak traits in Russo are irrelevant, for all are Sjk. Contrary to his statement (1983: 13), he has not demonstrated any “unusual entanglement of genetic and typological” classificatory criteria. His 1981-83 article lists the same items and then goes into more phonetic detail, but again his failure to look at East Slovak renders his comparisons valueless. He simply fails to answer his own question: What—if anything—is Ukrainian in the multilayered speech of the Rusini? He does not provide a single valid item. Marvan (apparently without having consulted Horbach’s articles) does considerably better at demonstrating an extremely important but very recent and learned layer of Ukrainian elements, starting with the alphabet and orthography. Contrary to Birnbaum's statement, there is no “inherent difficulty in arriving at a clear-cut, noncontroversial classification” of Russo (1981-83: 47); what is required is first really to look at the data and second to take a stand—both of which Bidwell did years ago.

31 Adjacent U dialects have inf. byti, past byv byla, so Zemplin Sjk buv bul bul shows independent adaptation of the root-vowel to the present stem, bužem (imperative buž bužez); it has no connection with the parallel innovation in the more distant U dialects underlying standard buš byb byla.

32 Indeed, a relatively new process is noted as incipient in 1897 in the southeastern U dialect (Broch 1897: 64-5) and as complete, except for the oldest speakers, in north Šariš (Buffa: 105-6) whereby -u is retained in 1s, but replaced by -a in 3p.
The YR third person pronoun von vono vona voni shows (1) initial *v-, as in Zemplin and Abov but not Šariš, (2) *o- in Nsm, as in SWSjk (opposed to vun Z, un Š, ASJ II 163), and (3) *n- (not *n-) in voni.34 The Nsm von, rather than widespread on, un, or vun, fits the Rusin tendency to eliminate vowel alternations before zero-desinences; cf. past fem. nesla 'carried', mohla 'could' like m. nis max (as in Abov) or nesol mohol (only found in western "non-core" Sjk), rather than nis mux (Z Š).35 The demonstrative 'this' is hevtot hevto hevti, clearly a combination of the deictic particle hev and the old stem *t-; the particle is noted by Czambel as meaning both 'here' and 'there', but I have found no unambiguous evidence that this pronoun exists in Sjk.

5.1 East Slovak reflexes of jers present a complex picture, with many word-by-word variations; examples are to be found throughout this article, and I will not pause for discussion. Note that dižž 'rain', deska 'board', steblo 'stem, trunk', pestrusko 'trout', and sklo 'glass', as well as the vowel-Ø alternations in diminutives like kridelko, midelko, metelka ~ krıdlo 'wing', midlo 'soap', metla 'broom' are shared by Sjk and YR.

5.2 The shift of ir to er in secondary imperfectives (e.g. naberac, zzerac ~ perf. nabrac nabere 'collect', zodrec zdre 'skin' as opposed to zrvic ~ zorve 'rip'; cf. also otverac ~ otvoric 'open') is in part paralleled by Slk. Other examples are inconsistent, e.g. šternac '14', šleracec '40', šekera 'ax' but štiri '4', sır 'cheese' and širota 'orphan'.

5.3 Of course Rusin and Lemko do share many elements, but so do Macedonian and Lemko or Czech and Lemko; what is important is the fundamental disagreement on ancient features (*tl/*dl, *tl/*dj, liquid diphthongs), and somewhat newer ones (Lem lack of palatalized dentals before old *i, *e; 3 pers. -ilt' [not Slk - Ø]). Agreement on striking minuitae must be noted, but on the whole it concerns lexicon; the details affirm the well-known fact that words are diffused more easily than other elements. ASJ's map on iba 'only, scarcely; it may be that' (IV p. 367) shows len as normal in the west half of Slovakia, and iba in east Central Slk. For East Slovakia: iba 1, xibaj 6, hibaj 1, len 4, and lem 87. Two of the len points are Goral, one Ukrainian. Thus lem is found in 1/4 of Goral possibilities, 6/7 of Ukrainian, and 80/87 of Slovak. The 57 "core Sjk" points show 55 lem, 1 len (Zemplin, so isolated as to be suspicious), and 1 hibaj (Abov); YR has lem, hibaj, and also hibal' (which I cannot document for Slovakia). Although this little word is

33The YR conjugational system is thoroughly Sjk, but, as is to be expected, has its own combination of variants known from other dialects. I find Pilbrow's description uninformative, and offer an alternative sketch as an appendix to this article.
34ASJ II 172 shows olli in SSpš and NW Šariš, voti in SE Šariš, Abov and Zemplin; voni in only the U villages. In the virtually complete absence of U influences at this morphophonological level, I attribute the unchanged stem to inner YR suppression of the expected alternation. In general, reduction of the scope of stem-alternations in inflection is a common type of simplification in dialect-mixing.
35In nouns, Rusin has no alternation of the type nul 'knife' noda, which in Sjk are distributed about as in verbs (cf. ASJ I 191); the type xľib xľeba 'bread' (YR xľeb) presumably has approximately the same Sjk distribution, but I have found no explicit summary of the facts.
the basis of the label Lemko, its presence in YR in no way justifies considering it a mark of East Slavic ancestry.\textsuperscript{36}


\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Lem} occurs also in the Transcarpathian zone east of the Slk border (Dzendzeliv’s’kyj, map 117), surely as a result of diffusion from the west.

\textsuperscript{37} The difference in meaning eludes me; both are used freely. The vocalism of \textit{prejg} is puzzling, since \textit{ej} usually appears in loans; Sjk has \textit{prig}. Sjk \textit{prez ‘without’ was common enough before 1945, but since it also means ‘through’ and can be misleading in certain contexts, YR now seems to have only general Slavic \textit{bez}. In post-1945 works I have found \textit{prez} only rarely, in colloquial passages intended to reproduce a pre-1940 atmosphere, and in the dissident Rusin-Canadian writer Kol’cavarov.

\textsuperscript{38} But \textit{dok}, \textit{dogod ‘as long as’, \textit{dok ne ‘until’, from SC. The SC emphatic particle \textit{baš} is frequent in YR. \textit{Mežijim ‘in the meantime’ has Sjk form, but frequently is used in the sense of SC \textit{medjučim ‘however, on the other hand’. The preposition \textit{u ‘in, at seems to be possible in part of Sjk (vs. usual \textit{v, ve, vo}; its form in YR may have been determined by SC.

\textsuperscript{39} Sometimes I suspect a slight difference in usage. E.g. \textit{hej} is Sjk ‘yes’, and I have found it in YR dialogues where it has at least an affirmative sense; the normal YR ‘yes’ seems to be \textit{da}.

\textsuperscript{40} A valuable source for YR vocabulary is Horbatsch 1969, but some of his etymological interpretations are open to question, see below. Rac is helpful for the standardized forms of YR flora and fauna. I have not yet seen the 1983 \textit{Ruska Leksika} by Ramač that Pilbrow lists.
worm',^41* nalpa 'monkey', petnuša 'parsley', kosmačka 'gooseberry', jarec 'barley', dohan 'tobacco', kukurica 'maize', paradička 'tomato'.^42

5.52 Many words have broader Slovak distribution, e.g. bivac 'dwell', pačie še 'be pleasing', šalení 'crazy', smijadni 'thirsty', slunko 'sun', konar 'branch', cvikla 'beet', jarec 'barley', porisko 'handle (of ax, hoc)', kut 'corner', pojéd 'attic', priklét 'anteroom', miska 'dish', bujak 'bull', kura 'hen', rozkaz 'command', or even more general CzSlk or WSlavic, e.g. zbac 'to care', jar 'spring', xmaru 'cloud', tvar 'face', hadvab 'silk', peščič 'money', križ 'cross', komín 'chimney', viňica 'vineyard', kačka 'duck', kohut 'rooster', haňba 'shame', prebačic 'excuse', prec 'to rot', vel'ki 'big', blazni 'dim-witted, slightly crazy', brídki 'nasty, ugly', pilni 'diligent', sxŏnpi 'capable, able', šmačni 'tasty', vlasni 'own'. From intimate child-language, papac 'eat', hajkac 'sleep', hopac 'sit', habik 'bread'. The root lap has replaced MCoS *um in many instances, e.g. prilapic 'get'. The verbal root in oxpac, zaxpac 'grab' is attested in Sjk, but original -px- seems more normal there. (YR imperfectives are opixac, zapixac.)

5.53 Some lexemes may show YR idiosyncratic developments. For example, Sjk pivnica 'ceilar' yields YR piňvica. YR ěkoda 'harm' corresponds to Slk škoda.^43 The YR perceptive of jest jem 'eat' is žest žem (which thus is a homonym of žem 'land'), Sjk žem (< MCoS dial. *zembi), though žavic 'manifest' shows žz-ji; Czambel attests žjesc. There are oddities for which I have found no exact parallels, e.g. žverkadlo 'mirror' (Czambel žveredlo, Sipos zerkadlo, Slk zkadlo, SC zrcalo). Taščok 'sparrow' shows the usual YR derivational -čok, normal with /s x h/,^44 presumably added to (pt)ax, although Sjk seems to have ptakʃtak 'bird', usual YR ptica beside rare ptax. Hlaskac 'stroke, fondle' seems to be a special YR blend of *glad- and *lask-. Marxva 'carrot' has the unexpected x of Sjk marxev (=Pol) but the innovative Ns of standard Slk (and SC) mrkva.

5.54 Semantic shifts are to be expected, but in the absence of a fuller dictionary or reliable informant, I have little concrete evidence. Some examples: Sjk zdohadac means 'guess, figure out', but YR zdohadovac zdohadnuc means 'remember'. YR visac vistache means 'get tired', vistati 'tired' (compare R ustavat, ustalyj). 'Thank' is zekovac, as expected, but žečne has the rather different sense 'gladly' (cf. bez žeki 'unwillingly'). Kl'anka is apparently 'lock', while Sjk kl'anka seems to be rather 'latch' or 'handle, door-knob'.

[^41]: Rac, s.v. glist, calls xlist colloquial, and uses hlist (cf. SC glist, U hlyst) for a series of technical terms for intestinal worms; whatever the exact meaning, this word shows initial x in YR and Sjk rather than expected h from MCoS *g.
[^42]: A YR idiosyncracy is betel'ina 'clover' (MCoS *dkt-) with /b/ for expected /j/; Horbač 1969: 312 cites both the Kocura alternative trebikoňina, which is attested in SSjk (ASJ IV, p. 72 would lead us to expect any of several further possibilities), and the SC loan detelina (311).
[^43]: This is an early WSI loan from Germanic, OldHighG scude (G Schade), also in Cz, Pol, U, BR.
5.55 YR surely has some lexemes of its own. One is the deictic particle nia 'vilà (SC evo, eno, eto)'. I find no parallel for začiric še 'sink' (SC potonuti, Jerko-ovič).

5.56 Finally, the pervasive influence of Serbian surely has shaped many lexemes. To give but one example, YR krev (G krevi) 'blood' and kirvavi 'bloody' are native forms, but I suspect that krevno zarenko is a calque on krvno zrnce (cf. YR zarno 'grain', S zrno, with the diminutive -k- of Slk not the -c- of S).

6. The language of the Yugoslav Rusins is by origin East Slovak, and the ethnic identity of the speakers as different from all of their neighbors is agreed by all participants in the culture and most outsiders. The intriguing question is why the "Rusins of Slovak language", as Pastreñ called them in 1905 (according to Tichý), insist on identifying with the Ukrainians. The answer starts with the label, Rusin, and the Ukrainian ethnologist Volodymer Hnatjuk. As Broch noted, the civil and ecclesiastical authorities long used Ruthenus or Rusin (in Ukrainian phonetics Rusyn), or Rusnak to define a Christian of the Slavonic rite, whether Orthodox or Uniate. Hnatjuk's tenacious persistence that this Bačka group was in fact Ukrainian as to traditions and customs was welcomed in particular by the "Greek Catholic" clergy.

6.1 The schoolboy who published the first book of poetry in 1904 was about to begin theological studies in Zagreb. Gabor/Havrijil Kostel'nik continued in Leopolis and then Fribourg (Switzerland), where he received his PhD in systematic philosophy, with Slavistics as an ancillary field. He was ordained priest in Leopolis in 1913 and became catechist for Leopolis secondary schools. From 1920 he taught philosophy at the Uniate Seminary, later the Theological Academy. For a decade he edited the journal Nyva. Besides his poems and prose in Rusin, he published verse in Croatian and Ukrainian, and a long series of works on philosophy and religion in Ukrainian, Latin, and German. In 1946 he signed the concordat separating the Uniate bishoprics of Galicia from Rome and "reuniting" them with the Moscow Patriarchate. He was assassinated in 1948, presumably for this anti-Vatican activity.

6.2 In YR discussions, a reasonably frank account of Father Kostel'nik's chief occupations is to be found, as far as I know, only in the introduction of the 1970 volume of his Rusin poetry. The impression one gets from Kočíš and all non-Rusin linguists is that the author of the 1904 poems and the 1923 grammar was a teacher, with no other noteworthy biographical characteristics. In fact, the creation

---

45 As Švagrovsky's summary details (254-5), the varied and confusing usage has repeatedly been analyzed by subsequent scholars, e.g. O. R. Halaga. Halaga would like to see a very ancient separate East Slovak unity whose Slavonic-rite Christianity goes back directly to the Cyrillic-Methodian mission, but he is restrained by a reasonably objective recognition that the historical sources are too obscure to yield definitive answers to many important questions.

46 I use the Latin name to avoid the nationalist problems raised by Lemberg, Lwów, L'viv, or L'vov.

47 Kostel'nyk (I emphasize the Ukrainian element by this transliteration) is amply noted in Ukrainian publications, where, however, his YR activities are scarcely mentioned. The only notice of the connection between his linguistic work with YR and his religious duties is in the friendly semi-popular sketch by Tichý, in 1947, before Kostel'nyk's death.
and success of Rusin as a written standard is his work, and the work of those he inspired and (as far as I have been able to ascertain) influenced in a direct, personal way.48

6.3 Even before his poetic cycle, Z mojoho valala (From my Village),49 Kostel’nik had written to Hnatjuk, and during his first years in Leopolis the two were closely associated. The Rusin clergy were chiefly YR natives who had been trained in Zagreb and Leopolis. Especially in Leopolis, the cultural milieu was Ukrainian. It must be emphasized, however, that in Galicia until the 1930s the normal term for Ukrainian was Rusyn, and it also was the usual designation for grekokatolici, for in reality most Slavonic-rite Christians in Poland were linguistically and ethnically Ukrainian. From about 1930, however, Ukrainian nationalism was burgeoning, and with it a new insistence on the term ukrajince and rejection of “Little Russian”. Rus’kyj jazyk, Rusyn, and Rusnak came to be understood as subdivisions of Ukrajins’ka mova and Ukrajince, with specific ethnic reference.50 It is no coincidence that in the Ruski kalendar for 1936 Kostel’nik published an article entitled “Why I became a Ukrainian.”51 It discusses this general shift of name, but starts from the premise—perhaps I should say belief—that the Yugoslav Rusins are, and their ancestors have always been, Ukrainians.

6.4 Gabor Kostel’nik the ambitious youth worked out this premise for himself, and Havrijil Kostel’nik/Kostel’nyk the mature teacher, philosopher, theologian, writer, and editor never lost sight of it. His influence on the Bačka seminarians both in Leopolis and after their return to their homeland apparently was decisive. For them and therefore their flocks the premise became unquestionable dogma. His advice was sought in 1918 about cultural and linguistic matters, and he continued to write verse and prose for publication in the yearly calendars that constituted the chief store of Rusin-language texts. As a writer and practical language planner he was realistic, inventive, and moderate; the example of his own language in belliteristic and expository prose went hand in hand with the prescriptions of his short grammar and advice in letters to friends and writers. In the grammar, his remarks about comparative Slavic phonology are generally competent, though not without fault. Unfortunately, two articles in the Ruski kalendar for 1922 and 1937 about the origins of Rusin are emotionally anti-Slovak and fail elementary tests of scholarly competence. He exclaims, “For if our speech is indeed Slovak, then we are either by descent Rusnaks but with Slovak language, or we are Rusnakized Slovaks, who with time

48Svagrovský rightly calls Kostel’nyk the “chief pillar” of Rusin culture in the inter-war period and emphasizes his personal contacts with other Rusin activists even though he was in Leopolis, yet his otherwise very full account of the historical background does not indicate how important a leader in Uniate circles Kostel’nyk was.

49Valal, a loanword from Hung. (where it is now obsolete), is peculiar to East Slovakia (opposed to Central dedina, cf. ASJ IV p 330); it has a particularly warm connotation of family and communal intimacy, see Sima 1949.

50I am grateful to Omeljan Pritsak, a “Rusyn” who became a self-aware “Ukrajince” precisely in Leopolis in the 1930s, for discussion of these terms and their history.

51“Чом я постал українец”; I have seen only the reprint in Kostel’nik 1975.
(perhaps through the Greek rite) have lost our Slovak consciousness and accepted a Ruski consciousness, but kept our ancient Slovak language."  

52 Obviously, he found both alternatives to be repugnant.  

Yet his arguments never mention the linguistic facts of East Slovak: he just pours out a hodge-podge of details, not always correct in themselves.  

54 One can respect the emotional identification that is the basis of Kostel'nik's lifetime of dedication to the ideal, but it is impossible to accept the conclusions.  

55 Nor can we endorse more recent efforts to claim an even vaguer early Slavic dialect, not Slovak or Ukrainian, that existed somewhere on the Tisa long before the Magyars arrived, an independent language that eventually became Slovakized and Ukrainianized, with heavy layers of Hungarian and finally Serbo-Croatian.

7. The Yugoslav Rusins or Rusnaks have every right to be treated as a separate ethnic unity, and their language differs from all other standard languages. It deserves to be described and analyzed on the basis of verifiable facts. Though many facts are not available to me, and there is much that will always have to remain conjectural, I believe that there is enough to provide a firm outline of the history, and a partial survey of the origins of the YR lexicon.

8. Since Hnatjuk's YR texts and Czambel's Zemplin, Abov, and Şariş texts show variant forms of a single macrodialect for the years just before and after 1900,

52"Бо кедже наисце наша бешеда словачка, та теди зме або з походения Руснац, але зос словачким языком; або зме поруснаны Словачи, по за временом (эза пре гречески обряд) страцели свою словацкую швидомосц, а прияли руску, але давні свой словацкій язик затримали." (1975: 185).

53Americans represent both possibilities: my ancestors changed their nationality in 1776 but retained their forebears' English language; the ancestors of many other Americans abandoned the Irish language without in the least ceasing to be Irish.

54It is notable that Slovak scholars normally state, with or without details, that YR is Slovak, occasionally with mild expressions of surprise that there is any problem. Czambel (22) allows a lack of certainty, remarking, "We, with Slovak glasses on our eyes, see everything Slovak." Hnatjuk, however, "a serious, understanding, educated man who has walked through almost the whole East Slovak territory—he sees Rus everywhere in this territory where Slovaks see Slovaks ... and therefore he calls this territory, as to its original nationality, controversia" (punctuation and emphasis original, HGL). He then goes on to discuss matters evenhandedly. I find it impossible to believe that Kostel'nik did not know Czambel's book, but he ignores Czambel's copious documentation of dialects from the regions Kostel'nik specifies as the homeland of his ancestors. Moreover, after stating that Slovak makes him think of some relative ("daxto b'izki") from another world, Ukrainian speech always strikes him as a brother encountered after many years—much changed, but still his own (1975: 196). The lines from the floridly literary Slovak poem he selected for his sample comparison by translation are predictably distant from YR and U.

55Similar conclusions, sometimes vague, sometimes specific, are ubiquitous in post-1945 YR linguistic and cultural writings. Birnbaum, without seriously discussing the material from the bibliography he lists, opines that such statements are "not to be simply discarded as merely reflecting wishful political thinking" (1981-83: 46-7); of course they are to be discarded if we pretend to fairminded, professional scholarship.

56Abov is my adaptation of contemporary standard Słk abovsky. Czambel used abaujsky, reflecting the Hung. adj. abaijî. His chapter "From the labyrinth of place names," pp. 87-114 shows the dangers of relying on standard spellings invented by outsiders (Czechs, western
and, further, the Calvinist Slovak printed books of 1750-58 fit into the same system, we may posit three periods for the history of standard YR: the post-1945 period of an officially recognized Rusin community; the 1750-1945 period following emigration from the Carpathian Horňica (with a 1904-45 subdivision for the conscious elaboration of a written standard); and the pre-1750 era leading up to the common Slovjak dialect group. This last subdivision of course has many historical strata.

Tentatively, I venture as a rough outline

1. Czecho-Slovak Late Common Slavic and/or Early Common Czecho-
   Slovak, 9th-11th centuries
2. Common Slovak, 12th-14th c.
3. Common East Slovak (Slovjak), 15th-16th centuries
4. Slovjak subdivisions, 17th-18th centuries
5. Emigrant Slovjak dialects, Bačka/Srijem, 1750-1940
6. Consolidation of standard Yugoslav Rusin
   a. 1900-1945  b. post-1945

A comparison of YR and Slovjak (East Slovak) data is a vital step in establishing the position of YR in the Slavic world. It is a step that has been skipped over by most analysts, who tend to compare elements from stage 1 or 2 with those of 6b. My aim here is to sketch the development of the overall system at the moment of overlap between stages 4 and 5.

8.1 I suggest that for the Late Common Slavic period, say 9th-10th century, there was a group of Slavic settlements somewhere in the Košice-Presov-Michalovce region and probably to the south along the Bodrog and Tisa, that were sufficiently separated from Slavic communities to the west, north, and east, to be developing distinct linguistic traits. This broad community would be about contemporary to the Pomeranian, Mazovian, Polanian, Vistulan, and Silesian groups suggested for the Lechitic area by Dejna (86). Its speech shared the basic West Slavic, specifically Czechoslovak developments mentioned above (*tl/dl, initial *ju, *je, *tort, nasal vowels, *g/ľdʒ, lack of "epenthetic l"). In the process of the jer-shift, it continued with broad Slovak innovations (a full set of soft labials and dentals, y, *g, *o *b, *n̩ / and /h/ could be /+syllabic/). At about the same time the front nasal

Slovaks, Germans, Hungarians, anyone writing Latin) for understanding the local pronunciation in terms of the local dialects.

Svagrovský asks the right questions and provides pertinent answers; my replay of the same themes is appropriate only because subsequent comments (e.g. Pilbrow or Timko) show that Švagrovský, like Bidwell and others, has been ignored or misinterpreted.

The Czech archeologist Zdeněk Váňa, who sees little evidence for distinctively Slavic settlements before c500, admits as Slavic certain pottery found in the region and dated as early as c400 (33, 39).

The term soft here is used as a technical term for the secondary /-back/ articulation simultaneous with the /-labial/ or /-coronal +anterior/ basic articulation that produces what usually are called palatalized labials and velars; see App. to Lunt in ISLSP 41.

Following Jakobson, I have assumed that the first stage of the jer-shift (not his term, but Isačenko's) was a lowering of the /-hi/ jers to a schwa in most regions outside Rus' and central Macedonia. Divergent local development of the schwas (most of them now in morphemes
vowel became /-back + low/ ā, and /ɛ/ had merged with /e/. This Common Slovak system lasted until about 1300, when changed social conditions brought about much closer ties of East Slovakia with the Polish regions to the north; moreover, immigrant “Vlachs” (in part Rumanian-speaking, and in part perhaps Slavs from eastern and southern Carpathian regions) and Germans (and Yiddish-speaking Jews) settled in, and the Magyar rulers were a constant presence. This increased contact with outsiders surely is reflected in the chaotic development of syllables with older syllabic liquids, and in the penetration of individual words with Polish rather than Slovak features: xtop ‘man’ (but xlapex ‘boy, child’!), mloda ‘bride’, plokon ‘wash’, smrđ ‘stink’, gamba ‘lip’.

8.2 Evidence for the precise chronology of individual changes is not entirely certain; for our purposes here, Pauliny’s outline is sufficient, and we may jump to the 1750’s, when the Calvinist books indicate that the major developments had generally taken place and something close to the contemporary states of affairs had been established. In the Slovjak dialects, the distinctive feature /back/ ceased to be significant for consonants: soft labials and /r/ merged with plain; soft dentals became palatal, /+ coronal – anterior/, whereby the stops /t/ d/ assimilated to /č ʒ/, which then became /+ anterior/ č ʒ. Until about 1500, /+ high +back -round/ y was distinct from i and u, but by the 1750s, rounding had ceased to be distinctive, and [y ų] shifted to /-back/ and merged with /i ɨ/. Syllabic liquids were no longer tolerated, but the proc-

where they alternated with zero) in the 11th-12th centuries led to significant regional differences which have more recently become even more variegated.

On the scale of vocalic to consonantal languages, as proposed by Isačenko and elaborated by Andersen 1978, YR is perhaps slightly toward the vocalic pole in comparison with CentSlk in that it does not allow syllabic liquids. Further, word-final clusters are generally limited to continuant + stop, a constraint reflected in two places in conjugation. (1a) The masc. past of consonant stems should produce mohl, fedľ, and nesľ, but the usual forms are mohľ, vedľ, vedľol—the pervasive usage has the added vowel, e.g. nesľol. In nu-verbs, the nu commonly is found only in the masc. past: padľul, padľa padľi ‘fell’, rosnľul, roslľa, roslľi ‘grew’, zľekľu še, zľekľa še, zľekľi še ‘took fright, got scared’. (b1) With the small anomalous group of r-stems, the masc. -l is lost (umar, umarľa ‘died’). (2) The imperative singular ends in the stem-final consonant, mutated if possible, unless the result would be a cluster with a final sonorant, when the vowel i appears: odobri ‘approve!’, pošľi ‘send!’, padľi ‘fail!’, pojašňi ‘clarify!’, poďľi ‘begin!’, vežľi ‘take!’. Two sonorants appear in the imperative karm ‘feed’ (more examples in App., n. 21). Although Andersen’s observations are tantalizing, I remain skeptical, for his explanations are based crucially on Jakobson’s 1952 array of distinctive features (or “diacritic signs” in Andersen’s suggested revision, cf. 11 n. 6), which have proved to be inadequate or Procrustean in a number of ways. The word-by-word character of developments in East Slovak casts doubt on the thesis that the process is somehow language-inherent.

The small Soľť area did not undergo this shift. In most of Šjk, syllables with labial or /r/ + long ā normally yielded Paľa, e.g. pľátok ‘Friday’, zľevďi ‘ninth’, robľa ‘(they) work’, várľa ‘they cook’ > YR pijatók, zevʒati, robja, varja.

New k ɡ appeared almost at once, through borrowings from Central Slk dialects and Hungarian; loans from Hungarian, German, Polish, and probably Rumanian kept /ɡ/ in the system. New YR alternations already occur, see n. 70, below.
ness of development was erratic and subject to considerable local variation. Pauliny's lists and discussion are far from bringing clarity to the many little problems, but they suffice to sketch the dimensions of the question.

8.3 A major difference between East Slovak and the rest of Czecho-Slovak is the general five-vowel system, with no distinctive length, and with automatic stress on the penult. Šjk dialects still have reflections of former č ~ e (č both older e and č, and from *-bje, *-bje), š ~ o, ď ~ ă (č, ę, and from *-bje, *-bja). The first two appear chiefly in alternations of closed syllable (before zero) and open syllable, e.g. his but nesla 'carried (past m, fy), xľiba xľebra 'bread', nurž noža 'knife (Ns, Gs)'; this kind of alternation is severely restricted in Abov Šjk and completely absent in ŽR (cf. n. 36 above). The third, however, was based on prosodic features that have disappeared and therefore is a matter of morpheme alternations that must be listed in the lexicon. Thus where Šjk has dev ět 'nine' but devi ěty (devi ěty 'ninith', desat 'but desiaty '10, 10th', ŽR has zevec zevati, zešec žešati; Šjk pät 'piaty '5, 5th' corresponds to the more complicated ŽR pejc pijat. Similar quantitative alternations in

---

64 Both Šjk and ŽR offer examples of the type tvardi 'hard' but tverzic 'to make hard, affirm' that conform to the Polish regularity, ar before a syllable with a hard dental, er before soft (going back to *tvardyj vs. *tvarditi > *tvrddý ~ *tvrdíč). Modern distribution in individual Šjk regions has destroyed any regularity of this sort. Written ŽR now tolerates syllabic hr in Yugoslav place names, but loans from SC usually have er, e.g. kalderma 'cobblestone road'. Horáček reports that syllabic r can be heard in SC words used in ŽR. - ŽR molha 'fog' < *mogla implies an intermediate *milha (like Cz), rather than the hmla of stand. Šjk.

65 Contraction of *-sjV is early, possibly before or at the time of the jer-shift, and shared most of WSl (e.g. *svjati 'to sow' > *s'dži > Stand. Šjk siat', Šjk šac, ŽR šac). The development in individual morphemes is frequently complicated by morphological boundaries and levelling that very likely began early. Contraction of MCs *aje to *a was shared by most of SC LCoS, i.e. early SC and Slovene; the change is significant for present tense verbal forms. Contraction in long-form adjective desinences likewise is early and wide-spread but need not be detailed here.

66 Stand. Šjk retains older ā only after labials, while long ā appears in all positions as the diphthong ia.

67 Jovanović, in a rather tentative article, mistakenly believes that the variant development has to do with the soft or hard quality of the following consonant, but it is merely coincidence that older length happens in a series of cases to occur in these particular positions. She does not look at the whole vowel system in either its historical or synchronic relationship. She ignores Slovak scholarship, except for Stanislav's first volume (1956; third, supplemented, edition 1967), whose explanations are not models of clarity. Reference to "accent-intonation" factors is made only in a note and the final parenthetical sentence. She seems not to realize that the stem-alternations in šveto 'holiday' and svjati 'holy' (a borrowing from the church language and/or U) are on a quite different plane from the purely native pairs, including žec 'son-in-law', žačko 'dim.', to which we will return below.

68 Older Šjk p'et 'five' is pejc in nearly all of the area and Šjk šěst is šějšc in Zemplin and E Šariš (and ŽR); a third similar form, with j apparently abstracted from the older soft or palatal final consonant group, is kojšc 'bone', which occurs, along with a number of nouns with the suffix -ost (ASJ I 303), in a more restricted Zemplin area but not in ŽR. The initial cluster /pj/ is apparently not tolerated, so pijati (and pijatok 'Friday') insert a vowel, cf. pijani 'drunk' LCoS *pijan/pjisan-.
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morphemes with old *č* should yield /i/ ~ /j/, but examples are hard to verify (*běl-* bili ‘white’ ~ belavi ‘blue’ seems certain, cf. Lunt, IJSLP 41, 1997, note 111).

8.4 The consonants of YR may be divided into three groups, on the basis of morphophonemic behavior. I will call them, arbitrarily, neutral, normal, and mutated. The neutral consonants are the labials plus /ɾ/: p b f v m r. They may be followed by /j/ only if a /-back/ vowel /a o u/ follows. The normal and mutated groups take part in important morphophonemic alternations, with the following correspondences:

| normal   | t d s x z h k l n |
| mutated  | č ʒ ʓ ć l ń |

The alternations t ~ c d ~ ʒ s ~ ˛ x ~ ẓ z ~ ē h ~ ē k ~ ē are found in stem-final position before word-formational or inflectional suffixes. The consonants /g ᵀ k ḡ/ do not occur in positions appropriate for these alternations. On the other hand, as we shall see, sometimes /ċ ʒ/ serve as “normal” and opposed to /č ʒ/ in c ~ ē and ʒ ~ ʒ alternations.

9.1 In YR, as in most Sjk dialects, the degree of etymological opacity is higher than in Central and standard Slk, and quite different from that of Russian. In Slovak, /č ʒ/ in native words have three sources: (1) MCoS /č ʒ/ from early CoS /k ɣ/ resulting from Bdc, the progressive palatalization (e.g. ovca ‘sheep’, zajac ‘hare’, mosadz ‘brass’), (2) dialect late CoS /k ɣ/ resulting from KAI, the second regressive palatalization (e.g. cena ‘price’), and (3) MCoS *tj *dj (e.g. svieca ‘candle’, meza ‘boundary’). A small number of innovations resulted from reanalysis of certain alternations. The /č/ of Bdc — the morphophoneme (c¹) — should alternate with /č/ in parallel with k ~ ē, e.g. *ovca ~ ovc̆-nk-č like *rąka ~ *rąč-čk-č, cf. Slk ovca, dim. ovečka, zajac ~ *zaţacˇ-ju like otrok ~ *otroč-ju cf. Slk zajac, zajači ‘hare’s, otrok ‘slave’, otroči ‘slave’s’. The /č/ from *tj, on the other hand, {c¹}, should alternate with /t/, and also with old soft /t/, representing old /t/ before a front vowel: *svět-t-ča > Slk svieca ‘candle’, but *svět-i-ti ‘to light’ > Slk svietit’ /-kǐč/. Yet the diminutive is sviečka (cf. Cz. svice, sviečka); YR apparently has lost the non-diminutive, and has

---

69 The historical contrast between /t/i and /t/y and the like is generally maintained in YR as /ći/ vs. /či/, but compare such items as pl. voni buli ‘they were’, where a possible distinction between old -y and -i as expressions of different genders has been lost.

70 All four are alien to the expected historical development, but all are firmly established in numerous morphemes in Sjk and YR. The palatal stops /k ɣ/ signify new loans that can usually be easily identified. Thus sud’ba ‘fate’ is a recent borrowing from U, cf. on the one hand native svazba ‘wedding’ and, on the other, kostidba ‘mowing’, a loan from SC. Divlo /giго/ ‘work’ is new from U, but selo ‘cannon’ (both *dělo) shows the expected Sjk shape. One might expect ‘Zakarpacie’ for ‘Transcarpathia’, but the actual form is Zakarpattia (with a cluster /kj/ not found in native words), adapted from Zakarpattia (with long or geminate /t'/). Also staka ‘article’ for U стаття. Adaptation of SC stems is allowing a new t-k alternation. Medjše lists YR upitic ‘send off’ (SC upititi), 1s pres upitit and 3p upitny upukła/. Rusin scholars inform me that these are indeed possible, although upicic, upicit and upica also exist. In word formation d-g occurs in Шидинки ‘of, from Šid (Srijem town with YR minority)’, Војводинскa ‘of, from the Vojvodina (region)’. It exists further in po-lud’-ova+ ‘do crazy things’—based, I assume, on po-lud’-i+, adapted from Serb. polud’-eti ‘go mad’.
švička, dim. švičečka. A second example of this formation is Slk onučka, beside onučka, dim. of onuca 'foot-wrapping, rag' (cf. Cz onuce, onučka); YR onučka\textsuperscript{71} MCos *žetř > /žetř/, which yields Slk žetř 'žekč' and Sjk /žec/, with expected YR /žec/. The hypochoristic /žačko/ shows that the stem-final phoneme has been treated as \{c\}\textsuperscript{72}. To these examples must be compared pijačni 'market, having to do with the market-place', borrowed from SC, along with the noun pijac, ultimately from Italian pijeżza.

9.2 Voiced parallel forms are infrequent. In OCzech (or pre-Czech dialect LCoS), the /ž/ of BdC became a continuant /ř/, and the expected alternation with /ř/ was in part maintained (*knečě-sk > OCz kněžek 'princeling', like *konig-uk-a > knižka 'booklet'), in part replaced by old z’ > mod. z (mosaz 'brass', mosazný 'of brass'). In Slk, we find the expected /ž/ in mosadž 'brass', but the adjective mosadzný has been restructuring (cf. the parallel mêsčný 'monthly', and mêsic, but Pol. mosiadź, mosierny like miesiąc 'month').\textsuperscript{73} Reflexes of *dj are commoner. A Slk secondary imperfective saž-a+ (for sad-i+a+) was fitted into a framework requiring mutation of root-final consonant in present-tense forms, parallel to plš-a+, maz-a+, plak+a+ ~ pres. plše, maže, plače, producing sdž‘ plants'.\textsuperscript{74}

9.3 YR has a further set of complications because /č/ represents not only the results of (1) BdC (ovca, zajac, l'ico 'cheek', šerco 'heart'), (2) KAI (čena 'price', civ

\textsuperscript{71}This lexeme illustrates a pitfall for users of ASJ. In Vol. I, editorial interest was in CniSlk variants onica and onica, and map 195 asserts that onuca is almost without exception in the east. Vol. III deals with suffixes, and map 257 is utterly different: onuca is in only two "core Sjk" villages; onučka is the normal form, with the back-formation (and/or Ukrainianism) onačka in five "core" points. The word is lexically isolated and synchronically opaque, yet with a clear etymology: the root is *au, as in MCos *ob-uj- 'put on (footware)' and *ob-uj- 'take off'. Archaic *an-aú-t-a, is reflected in OCS onašta, ESI onuca, and WSI onuca. U onučka represents a regular ESI derivative, but since it is normal in various CzSl dialects (cf. švička 'candle'), onučka in YR is to be considered a part of the Sjk component.

Modern words with old *au 'to shoe' provide instructive examples of morphemic reshaping. Cz retains ob-uj- 'to shoe' and z-uj- 'to unshoe' (about, zout [often vyzout]), but Slk is rather obuž- and sobuž- (obuž, sobuž; YR obuž obuje, sobuž sobuje). In WU zobužy is 'put on (shoes)'. Obyty is rare and apparently refers to lapy' rather than modern shoes. Usual is rzuty (v-zuj-), with a regularized opposite rozryty (roz-zuj-), but rozbyty (roz-by-) also is used. Cf. noun formations *obutoje or *obuva 'footware, foot-wrapping' (e.g. SC obuče, Slk obuv, YR obuj), U obu'v'a, vzutt'ja.

\textsuperscript{72}A parallel with the usual masc. dim. formant is mešačok, to mešec, 'moon'. I can find no parallels with -ko: could "žajčko" be possible?

\textsuperscript{73}MCoS *vičěz 'hero, victor', *vičěbn- 'victorious', *vičězi+ 'be victorious' shows only /ž/ in both Cz and Slk, very possibly because they were lost from the spoken dialects and lived on only in writing; the /ž/ of Slk surely indicates a borrowing from Czech. Its problematic twin MCos *rečyb 'chain', appears in YR as rel'az, marked as a loan by /ř/, surely from Slk, ultimately from Cz (cf. OP rzewiczás, wrzeciádz). See also Lunt 1981: 33. YR rel'az may have been intended to replace lanc, recognizable as a loan from Hung. linć (perhaps itself a Slavic word built on MHG lanne 'chain', cf. Bezlaj, sub lanec). To what extent were chains known to early Slavs? R cep' is also of obscure origin.

\textsuperscript{74}A parallel with voiceless consonant is sácat', sáče 'shove, push, force' (related to sotí [perfective] and sacá 3s saci).
'tube, pipe', cerkva 'church', Rusnaci), and (3) MCoS *tj (pl'eco 'shoulder', noc 'night', cera 'daughter', vraca 'turns'), but also of (4) early Slk h/ [a] < MCoS h/ before any front vowel (cma 'darkness', mac 'mother', cixo 'quietly', celo 'body', cel'e 'calf', cahmuc 'pull', < MCoS *toma, *matb, *tixo, *telo, *telb, *tęgnutb), including [b] MCoS həj (začće 'conception' < *začće-hjæ, šćeše 'happiness' < *štćeštæ), (5) miscellaneous medieval borrowings, such as cvikla 'beet' (unclear mediation, ultimately Gk σεῦκλον [sefklo]), cibul'a 'onion' < OHG zebulbe, zibolle, cil 'goal, target' < MHG zil (mod. Ziel), šacocac 'assess' (Slk < G schätze) and numerous more modern ones, such as ranc (Hung. ránc), cipela 'shoe' < SC < Hung. cipelló < medie-

do-
tal zipellus, not to mention items like cigareta, cirkus, or konstitucija. The sources of YR f/j are in theory parallel, though examples of the first two categories are lacking, and borrowings are scarce: (3) *dj (saza 'soot', cuži 'alien'), (4) ldr/, seci 'children', zivka 'girl', melvej 'bear', svažab 'wedding'; there are some instances of affrication of older f/z, e.g. zvon 'bell'.

9.4 Confusion of ř and ç in individual morphemes or words has been noted in passing above. The ç in cesn- 'garlic' is listed among examples of distant assimilation by Buffa 56 (č-s → ç-s), a term suitable also for Sjk general čěški 'difficult' (ceški, as expected, in Dhlá Lúka, Slk t'ažky), though Chambell suggests the influence of Polish ciężki [ćeški]. Sjk seems to have the expected forms of the root tek-'run' (cečem, cekla), but YR has a new infinitive čětic and present (3s čěčem, 3p čěču) along with the traditional past, cekol, cekla. This sort of sporadic change adds to the opacity of YR examples as evidence of LCoS etymology.

10.1 Against this background we may examine items that might be taken for old Ukrainian elements in YR. The /ř/ of onučka and svička have already been accounted for in the morphophonemic framework of modern Slk (and Cz). The /ř/ in the infinitives moći, pomoći is also surely an internal development, see below in the appendix on conjugation. Mačova 'stepmother' is puzzling; Sjk generally has ma-

coxa. The range of Sl dialect forms requires MCoS *tj, but the origin of the *j is obscure, and the number of s-suffixes requires us to assume a series of local innovations. The /ř/ in this affective formation is as unclear as the /č/ in YR cesnok 'garlic' and its Slovak equivalents. 78

---

75 Cf. SC začće, U začat'ja, ščastja. For Zakarpät'je, with /kj/, see note 70.
76 Buffa also lists čičič 'exercise' for cvičić (replaced in YR by věžb-aj+ (c SC vežbati, cf. older *věšt-ba) and čečin (poss. adj to cėća 'aunt'). Possible YR cecin, but I have not seen it. - This kind of change is not infrequent in multisyllable borrowings; the revoorver 'revolver' Buffa lists is paralleled by levolver in various Yugoslav dialects. Buffa's inžinit 'engineer' differs from the engel'ir Hnatjuk recorded for YR nine decades ago, now normalized to inžener.
77It is not always easy to separate new, conscious borrowings. One is surely tisjača 'thou-
sand', with the cluster /sj/ and /ř/ for MCoS *tj. Surely this is a recent puristic substitute for Hung ezer, which is freely used in conversational passages.
78 Gaič 'trousers, underpants' (Sjk gaiče, U hači, SC gaiče, Hung. gatyca), could have /g/ from Hung. or Polish, but the /ř/ is puzzling. Serenče 'luck' is MCoS *sredija (c SC sreča > YR sreča, rejected by YR authorities in favor of šćeše, Slk 'happiness'), taken early into Hung. and borrowed by YR. SC family names in -ič', however, are regularly written with -ič.
10.2 Adjectives derived from animal names such as mačači ‘cat’s, feline’ (Slovak mačačí) and cel’ací ‘calf’s’ are unexpected. The base nouns have the reflexes of MCoS *-et-. In earliest Slovak they still had the anomalous "C-stem" front-vowel singular desinences, and therefore a soft stem-consonant: *-át'-e Gs, *-át'-i DLs. When these declensional endings were discarded in favor of -a and -u, stem-final /ť/ or its successor /ť/ or /č/ remained to yield Sjk -eca, -ecu. MCoS adjectives with the formant *j or *hj should produce t > c as well, so that *-et-j- yields *-ác-, e.g. cel’ací. On the other hand, an adjective built on an old BDc /č/ produces WSl /č/: zajac ‘hare’ zajčí (Sjk; Slovak zajači), oveča ‘sheep’ ovči. In YR, the distinction between {č1} that alternates with {č} and {č2} that alternates, very rarely, with {č} is being lost; marking the derivative form as "derived" becomes more important. Hence mačaci (correlated with mače mačeča, pl. mačata) gives way to mačači.

10.21 The adjective medveží, correlated with međež’i ‘bear’ < medved’i < MCoS *medved’si, is parallel with zajači from zajac; the "legitimate" reflex of *medved’ij- would be medveži, cf. Slovak medvedi. Another example is found in Hnatjk, haž’i, from had’ ‘snake’. What is involved is not, I maintain, any influence of Ukrainian, but the beginnings of a new set of derivational relationships which, in turn, have arisen in response to a fundamentally changed phonological system.

10.3 YR meža, for the textbook model *med’-ja, is also unexpected, cf. the preposition meži ‘between’ with normal WSl /ž/. On the other hand, Czambel records meži as normal usage in Slovak villages. I have not seen meža in YR texts, and am not sure of the precise meaning ‘limit, boundary, frontier’? (Sipos lists meža as ‘furrow’). It could be a borrowing from Lemko, as Hortatsch assumes, or a new word introduced to replace xotar/hoqar (Slovak chotár), a loan from Hungarian határ ‘boundary’.

11.1 The mixed character of YR vocabulary required Hnatjk to provide a glossary to his prose folk-texts, about 1000 entries (1911: 335-350). Most are Magyarisms, with a large number of Serbisims, and many items Hnatjk regards as Slovakisms; they are, rather, Slovak or East Slovak and therefore, I maintain, native. Kostelník in his 1923 prescriptive grammar remarks on the many cuši slova and

79 Only Witkowski mentions them, and he gives only these two, plus medveži ‘bear’s, ursine’, which Hortatsch also notes (as a U-Lemko element, 314).
80 The suffix -ina, denoting ‘meat of’ or ‘skin of’ as in Slovak zajačina, ovečina but sviččina ‘meat of a young pig’ produces the expected YR hovežina ‘beef’ (hovdvo ‘cattle’). Hnatjk lists haž’ina ‘snake’ where the suffix has a different meaning. Note that SC, where *tj/*dijing remain distinct from any alternant of /tl/, has prasečina ‘pork’ but prasečí ‘pig’s, porcine’, govedina ‘beef’, but the adjective govedí, precisely as expected. However, the neuter adjectives praseči and govede are often used to refer to meat (meso), and blends prasečina and govedina now exist. I suggest that similar processes are at work in YR, but the different phonological possibilities give rise to different results. Words of this type are infrequent in texts; I hope someone will provide the YR details.
81 Hortatsch notes omežovac ‘limit, delimit (?)’; it may be correlated with "omežic” or "omežic”. Standard Slovak has omedziť omedzovat’.
82 The very first item, “Abrim, abrin” - velykan”, adds to the list of derivatives of *obor” ‘Avar’ that denote legendary giants, cf. Slovak olbrin (defined by Czambel as stand. Slovak obor), Pol. olbrzyn, old obrznym.
temperately advises elimination of foreign synonyms when a native equivalent is available (¶ 101).

11.2 Oleksa Horbatsch provides data about some three thousand lexemes, partly in lists illustrating historical phonological phenomena, and partly in separate lists intended to illustrate significant lexical strata. His major category is “Carpatho-Bačka lexicon” (337-347, some 1400 items), and a particularly interesting group is the synonyms from different YR villages (311-12, over 70 pairs or triplets). He lists separately groups he calls borrowings: Rumanian (320, 15 items), German (320-24, about 300 items), Hungarian (324-29, some 330 items), Serbo-Croatian (330-35, over 450 items) and standard Ukrainian (over a hundred) and a few from Russian. This is precious information, but still, I submit, raw material that calls for reanalysis. Horbatsch starts from the premise that YR is somehow a Ukrainian dialect. My remarks are based on a different principle: given the demonstrable conclusion that YR is a type of Slovjak, all comparison should start with Slovjak. There should be an explicit niche for YR innovations; Horbatsch provides none.83

11.3 The “Carpatho-Bačka” stratum might be renamed “18th-century Slovjak” — the vocabulary the first generations of emigrants brought with them from their homes in East Slovakia. This is already a heterogenous body of words; kupic kupovac goes back to a Germanic root that for Middle Common Slavic must be considered native, and for a study of the place of YR among modern Slavic dialect continua, the verb-pair is on the same level as nesc prihesc or nosic prinosic ‘carry, bring’. Horbatsch is obviously fully aware of the historical complications, but he does not pause really to try to formulate this crucial basis of comparison. A continual problem is that East Slovakia was never homogenous: Magyars were present throughout the retrievable history, and numerous ripples of immigrant German and Slavic speakers from various regions must be assumed. The communities surely contained speakers who were bidialectal or even multilingual.84 Words wandered from community to community, back and forth from one language to another. Much of the detail is lost, but we can recover enough to establish (in a new context - no new principles are involved) the kinds of ways these processes acted.

83An example: Horbatsch classes repara ‘sugar beet brandy’ as a SC borrowing, citing SC bela repa. Repa means ‘sugar beet’ also in Slk, and the brandy name seems to be only YR. Unless some evidence to tie it to Slovakia exists, I maintain that the word should be credited to YR coinage. — Recent scholarship has paid more attention to the time of borrowing and to multiple sources, e.g. Udvari’s distinctions among loans from varieties of church language, Ukrainian, Russian, and SC, along with the difficulties in discerning sources for words made of Slavic morphemes.

84Horbatsch’s explicit aim (310, n.9) is to deny the Slovak character of YR by demonstrating its transitional status (perexistiš). Indeed, East Slovak is, like any other Slavic macrodialect (e.g. Central Slovak, kajkavski Croatian, Ukrainian) transitional; the question to be asked in every case is, transitional from what to what? and on what linguistic level? Here we might say that Western Ukrainian lexicon is in many ways transitional from East Slovak and/or Polish to Eastern Ukrainian and/or Belorussian. Everything depends on focus, on defining the central point of study: I insist here on “core Slovjak” as the primary term of comparison to YR.
Even the most intimate vocabulary can present problems. Ujko ‘mother’s brother’ and striko ‘father’s brother’ both are Sík and SC, while strina ‘wife of striko’ is West Ukrainian as well. Ujna ‘wife of ujko’ however, is (as far as I could discover) only SC. Moreover, the less specific teta ‘aunt’ cannot be Slovak (oth. teta is [kɛta]) or normal Slovjak (we’d expect ceta), but it could be either SC or U. D’ido ‘grandfather’, on the other hand, can only be Ukrainian. Dilemma: is teta to be classed with d’ido as a pre-1800 heritage in YR, or with ujna as a word acquired in the Bačka? Marriage to Serbs and Croats was not uncommon. I have no answer, but disagree with Horbatsch’s decision to put teta and ujna in the Carpathian list.85

11.4 Since Horbatsch on the whole ignored Slovak and East Slovak vocabulary, his lists call for revision. Život ‘life’, pl’en ‘booty’, trup ‘trunk (of body)’, kravár ‘cowherd’, mornar ‘seaman’, tabla ‘table’, and ponukac ‘urge, goad’, for example, belong to the Slovjak component.86 Bešnić ‘to enrage’ fits Sík besnić and zbesnićina ‘hydrophobia’ corresponds more closely to Sík zbesnić sa ‘become hydrophobic’ than to any SC form. Síverni ‘northern’ surely belongs among recent Ukrainian borrowings; [si-] is unlikely in Bačka SC or Sík.

11.5 The “Rumanian” borrowings, chiefly from shepherding terminology, are of particular interest. Horbatsch states that they penetrated the “Lemko dialects” with the “Vlah” colonization in the Carpathians in the 14th-17th centuries. What is important is that not only the Lemko and other varieties of Ukrainian were affected, but also Carpathian Polish, along with East, Central, and West Slovak and to some extent Czech. For Rusin, it is not without interest that much of the same terminology is found in Serbian, e.g. guša ‘crop, throat’.87 Horbatsch notes that in one village ‘shepherd’ is not only ovčar (= both SC and Sík), but juhas (Hung., normal in Sík) and coban which is normal Serbian, though a loan from Turkish; it is also Rum., and Horbatsch, inappropriately, in my opinion, puts it in his short Rumanian list. One wonders whether the three are really interchangeable; it is highly possible that they are semantically slightly different.

85Horbatsch, I assume, heard these words from Rusin speakers. The school dictionaries (Medješi, Jerković), however, give only Magyarisms as YR: endű for ‘ujna, strina, bači (G bačika, Np bačikove) for ‘ujko, striko’ [Sík bačik], and nina for ‘teta’ [Sík; H néne]. It appears that Rusins have abandoned the old Slavic distinctions that are still normal in Serbian usage.

86Sometimes YR helps solve special problems. Horbatsch puts znoj ‘sweat’ in his SC list (331). Tolstoj argued for a specific distribution from southern Poland to north central SC, but found it hard to attest for Slovakia. Its presence in YR is to be interpreted as affirmation that it is Sík (attested by Czambel for Šarib), thus supplementing and validating Tolstoj’s arguments.

87A detail: Horbatsch 321 attributes YR šeďar ‘milk pail’ to the German component of YR, citing Seiher ‘strainer’; though ultimately it may represent Germanic, it belongs rather with the “Rum.” complex of pastoral terms, surely borrowed before 1400, with this special shape that is characteristic of the eastern half of Slovakia (šeďar in stand. Sík, cf. ASJ IV p. 274 [dojlik in the U villages]), most plausibly ultimately from Lat. sextarius, by way of OHG sehtari [mod. Sechter], but very possibly the specific Sík form was filtered through (or influenced by) old Hungarian phonetic shapes, Kniezsa 734-6.
11.6 The Magyar layer that was brought from the north has doubtless been modified during the past two centuries by contact with Bačka Hungarians.

11.7 The Ukrainian lexical component is, as Horbatsch’s lists show, rather superficial. Though some words (d’ido ‘grandfather’) surely were used in the old homeland, most have been added since 1904, chiefly to the written language. It has a far more important Serbo-Croatian stratum that includes such structural elements as dok ‘while’, dok ne ‘until’, and the indefinitizer -god (cogod ‘whatever’, kotrigod ‘whichever’, kel’ogod ‘however many’), some derivational suffixes, and many idiomatic phrases and surely some deeper syntactic patterns. A German lexical stratum going back to the Middle Ages but continuing through Hapsburg times surely has also been modified in the new homeland.

12. Yet despite this lexical heterogeneity, as unbiased scholars from Broch to Bidwell, Švagrovský, and Witkowski have concluded, the linguistic structure as a whole belongs with the Abov, Zemplin and Šariš dialects in a macroidialectal unity that is clearly different from Central Slovak, Southeastern Polish (małopolski), and

---

88 Švagrovský 26 lists over 40 YR loans from H that still are in normal use in Sjk, including full ‘piece’, which was singled out by Ukrainian dialectologists as typically Lemko over against its neighbors (AUM 2 407). His list could easily be extended, e.g. bajusi ‘moustache’ (bajuś), fajtu ‘sort, kind’, lada ‘chest, trunk’, (láda), šor ‘row, rank’ (šor). Adaptation to Sjk morphology is common, e.g. pokorić pokorovac ‘put in order’, xasnovec ‘use’ (with x for Hung. h in a 1758 book [Király], in Dlhá Lúka and YR, legitimized by Kostelník and common in prescriptive grammatical discussions), banovec ‘regret, be sorry’ (bánat ‘sorrow’, bani ‘be sorry’) sanovec ‘pity’ (szánni). Horbatsch’s list needs to be divided among those shared with Sjk, and those shared with Serbian Vojvodina dialects; further, all items should be reviewed as to origin, since many (both Magyar and non-Magyar) have moved back and forth among communities. (Kostelník was fully aware of this in 1923, cf. reprint p. 244, fn.). ‘Thus, while YR natxa ‘cold (in the head)’ indeed corresponds to H. natha, it is phonetically Slovak (and Sjk, ASJ IV p. 497). The H is a Slavic (prob. Slovak) loan: stand. Slk spelling nadcha indicates the etymology, *na-tša-n, Kniezsa 354.

89 E.g., parast ‘peasant’ (H. parasti is itself from Slavic prost) seems to be absent from Slovak.

90 Sjk sources need to be checked for comparison; Horbatsch lists blukac, though it is in Buffa.

91 Striking examples of the latter include ozero ‘lake’ and horod ‘city’, surely replacing ihung loans tov and varoš (which still is apparently normal usage; it is standard Serbian).

Similarly vovk ‘wolf’ (Sjk vil’k) sticks out as phonologically incongruous; why not volk? (Cf. voňa ‘wool’, polni ‘full’ (Sjk also velna, pelni)). Farkas (H farkas) is apparently the only word for ‘wolf’ in Hnatjuk’s materials, where l’iška ‘fox’ is more usual than rovka (H róka). Perhaps the native term for the more dangerous animal was lost because of a tabu.

Some items are from the church language, rather than U. For example, slidujuši ‘following’ has a U root (cf. YR šľid ‘track’) and a ChSlavonic formant—it is an inept adaptation of the Russian следующий, not a real U word. Vooško ‘in general’ is Russian (Slavonic?), surely introduced to avoid the explicitly Serbian uopšte.

92 E.g., modlim vas ‘please’.

93 An eye-catching phrase from a story: A cože jesc za esc? ‘And what is there to eat?’ Za + inf. is reminiscent of Ger. etwas zu essen, or Italian qualche cosa a mangiare. It occurs in Dalmatian and Slovenian dialects, but seems odd in the Vojvodina.

94 E.g., vinkovac ‘wish well, congratulate’ from wünschen is normal Sjk. Klajbas ‘pencil’ apparently was known in Sjk; it belongs with playbas, borrowed from Bleiweiss’s ‘lead’, possibly with Hung. mediation. Hajzibán ‘Eisenbahn, railroad’ must be a post-1830 word.
Southwestern Ukrainian (Lemko, Transcarpathian). The ties to Central and Western Slovak are firmer than those that connect it with SE Polish, the ties with Serbo-Croatian are more modern but vital, while the links with SW Ukrainian are weakest of all.

13. The aim of this sketch has been primarily to present enough structural detail to show that Yugoslav Rusin is a standardized form of an emigrant dialect representing the East Slovak (or Slovjak) macrodialect. *YR is* therefore *West Slavic*, although the value of this term for discriminating among post-1400 dialects is low. *It belongs with Slovak and Czech as opposed to Polish and Sorbian, but with all of them as opposed to Ukrainian or Serbo-Croatian.*

13.1 *YR is more distant from Middle Common Slavic than Central Slovak, not to mention Russian. As a source of information about Middle Common Slavic, YR is severely limited by the opacity created by the presence of /c 3 2/ of multiple origin,* by a confusion in individual lexemes of /c/ and /ć/, and of /h x g/, and by the multiple reflexes of MCoS *če* and *če*. As an example of the combining of phonological elements from many dialects, largely as a result of lexical borrowing, and of the adaptation of words from heterogeneous sources, YR is outstanding. In morphology, it shows such far-reaching simplification that it is not helpful for reconstructing even early Slovak, much less MCoS. With the comparative data available, most YR developments are easily fitted into known patterns of development. Yet at least one puzzle remains: why do forms like *mojo* and *bratovo* function at the same time as neuter singular and as plural, e.g. *mojo slovo* and *mojo slova?* 

---

95Pilbrow 151 warns that Yugoslav Rusin "is not the Karpato-rusinski language as spoken today in North America, which does not share the West Slavic component" [emphasis supplied, HGL]. Since YR is phonologically and morphologically at least 95% WSI, derivationally at least 80%, and lexically 60% (I am guessing at the figures, of course), that leaves little for Carpatho-Rusyn. In fact, the latter is one or another form of Lemko, with a significant WSI lexical component, but otherwise structurally East Slavic, cf. n. 4 above. The confusion again involves strictly linguistic definition versus sociopolitical terminology. Timko in 1989 writes (122) that the relationship and place in the family of Slavic language is not decided, but this seems to be an obligatory attitude for Yugoslav scholars. She wrongly attributes to Kurčatov the theory that YR is a standardized transitional dialect between Sjk and WU: he firmly stands with not only Pasternak and Sobolevskij, whom Timko mentions, but with those modern scholars she does not name, from Tichý, Pauliny and Bidwell to Gustavsson, Švagrovský, and Witkowski.

96Let me stress that my focus has been on the 1900-1920 system that underlay Kostelnik's grammar; although inevitably I have mentioned elements that came in later, I have not attempted to analyze the derivational and lexical elements that have changed the physiognomy of the language since 1945.

97Most important, loss of the distinctions between old *ti dž *sy *sj and Late CoS (or Early CzSl) *ti *dž *sy *sj have obliterated a series of morphological possibilities, as well as potential differences among individual words. It is not hard to imagine etymologists who would find it significant that *šeno* 'hay' and *žima* 'winter' are phonetically closer to Lith. *šeinas* and *žiema* than other Slavic dialects (or indeed those who might explicate the psychological subtleties of the borrowing of G Schnertz 'pain' to YR *šmirc* 'death').

98This desinence has spread to the plural for -ovj- adjectives denoting color (neut. sg. kafove *platno* 'coffee-colored cloth', but pl. kafovo *pantaloni* 'coffee-colored trousers'). In the spo-
14. ADDENDUM (1991).⁹⁹ Julijan Tamaš's long 1988 essay on Hnatjuk was not available to me when this paper was written. It is an eloquent defense, by an intelligent ideologue, of the dogma that the Bačka-Srem Rusins are the bearers of a unique variant of Ukrainian folk culture, and that the YR language is East Slavic, Ukrainian. That Tamaš is aware of most of the pertinent literature is clear from his 1981 sketch proposal for Rusin studies, but his direct citations in 1988 omit such authors as Broch and Király. (Bidwell is missing from most YR discussions!). Tamaš is poorly grounded in linguistics and his discussion of linguistic detail is hopelessly muddled. He has chosen to trust the garbled presentation of the history of YR phonology by Pešikan (1980) — a travesty that is all the more embarrassing because its author is a professional linguist. Tamaš remarks in his conclusions (357) that after Hnatjuk “we know that our language is not Slovak and that we belong to the East Slavic cultural tradition. Here scholarship ends (nauka prestava). Everything beyond is politics.” Unfortunately he has misplaced the boundary between objective scholarship and political manipulation. I am unable to judge about the traditions of weddings and folk poetry, but the facts I have set forth above suffice as empirical proof that YR is overwhelmingly East Slovak (Slovjak) in its structure, with a significant layer of Serbian added chiefly during the last half-century, and a superficial overlay of Ukrainianisms. Tamaš has every right to declare himself a Ukrainian, but to claim that his language is not, fundamentally and pervasively, extremely close to the Zemplín-Abov types of East Slovak destroys his image as an objective scholar. The point was made cogently and tactfully as long ago as 1966 by Charles Bidwell; it is a pity that such matters cannot be handled rationally.

Appendix: A sketch of the major features of Rusin conjugation.

"Knowing a language" entails two classes of information: a series of rules that describe the active processes of the system, and a lexicon containing the elements that are used in these processes, with special information about deviations from rules. Knowledge of the behavior of individual verbs in a Slavic system consists in varying amounts of elements from these two classes (which are not sharply distinct from each other). It is characteristic of Slavic languages that most words in any text consist of a stem and a desinence. Desinences are finite in number and part of the ken language. -ov- adjectives denoting material have -o in both forms (dubovo porisko 'oak handle', pl. dubovo poriska), though the written language requires dubove porisko, dubovi poriska.

⁹⁹In the references to this article I cite the original Leopolis publications for those of Hnatjuk's ethnographic texts that I used as sources of linguistic data; they are reprinted in the first four volumes of Đura Latjâk's Novi Sad edition. The fifth volume consists of YR translations of eight essays about the Bačka-Srem Rusins, plus one on the sex life of Ukrainian peasants in Austro-Hungary — unfortunately without bibliographic information as to the place(s) and date(s) of original publication — and Tamaš's essay about Hnatjuk and the significance of his work.
lexicon; stems are in principle infinite in number, but restricted in type and therefore in potential combinations with desinences. The great majority of verbs in a language will require relatively few rules. Some of the most important verbs in daily life, however, require many special rules: they stand alone or nearly alone. Although they may be of great significance for a linguistic historian, they are, as Meillet put it, "linguistic debris", that must simply be memorized by anyone who wishes to speak the language. A descriptivist's task, as I see it, is to organize the multiplicity of patterns into groups that make possible the identification of productive elements and combinations, thereby showing the relationship to the common but non-productive types and the vital but arbitrary items—the "linguistic debris".

Slavic declensional stems are uniform throughout paradigms, with exceptions that are morphologically predictable. Verbal stems, however, are variable. Roman Jakobson realized that the difference is rooted in early Slavic phonotactic regularities. A word consisted of a sequence of open syllables, consonant (C [including a limited class of consonant clusters]) plus vowel (V): CVVCVCVC. Declensional stems all ended in C (were consonantal), while endings all began in V (were vocalic); any combination of stem + ending therefore produced CV. Both verbal stems and verbal endings may be either consonantal or vocalic. He proposed that every verb has an invariant basic stem from which every form of the paradigm is generated: if addition of ending to stem results in VC or CV there is no problem, but if either VV or CC results, there must (in the majority of instances) be some sort of adjustment. The infinitive ending is consonantal: addition of a C-suffix produces the "infinitive stem"; addition of a V-suffix produces the "present stem". These insights have been exploited in describing most standard Slavic languages and a good many dialects. Inspection of the forms of a system easily establishes a fair number of regularities and appropriate rules of cooccurrence and/or generation can be formulated.

\[100\] Predictability may be essentially phonetic and automatic (e.g. C is soft before Ls -e in R [the sequence hard C + e being a mark of a foreign root], dom ~ dom' e) but more often is morphological (e.g. OCS stems in /k g x/ mutate to /c 3 s/ before Npm -i and any ending beginning with -i, e.g. bog > Np boži, Ls božeks) and governed by rule.

\[101\] In fact the infinitive versus present contrast is only a generality, see, for example, the table of OCS stem-types in Lunt 1974, p. 73. This one-stem abstract approach is opposed to variants of the Dobrovský-Miklosich type of description based on the infinitive stem or of the Schleicher-Leskien type based on the present stem. Pilbrow offers yet another version of the latter, but with a great many abstract elements expressed by brackets, slashes, colons, and zeros. The assumptions underlying his analysis (particularly Diagram 1) remain obscure to me. His essay was not quite finished (e.g. the 20 stem-types of his table on p. 157 do not quite correspond to later discussion; cf. types O, P, Q, R on pp. 164-5); problems remain. E.g., if buc 'to be' with its unique present is a separate class, where do dobuć 'get' and zubuć 'forget' with pres. -buge and past passive participle -bugen go? He gives no hint that, for example, type D contains only two verbs (stac 'stand', buc še 'fear'), while B (bivac 'dwell', čitac 'read') and M (kupovac 'buy') contain hundreds and are productive.

\[102\] Regular of course means 'fitting the rule(s)'; rules are in theory something actually encoded in the individual brain of each individual speaker, but for our purposes they are formulas elaborated by a linguist. Pilbrow apparently believes that every last detail is to be formulated
The Rusin Language

YR conjugation has three major stem-types (i-verbs, aj-verbs, ova-verbs) that account for the overwhelming portion of the lexicon, along with two or three minor types (most important are the nu-verbs) and a number of idiosyncratic groups and individual verbs that loom large statistically in any body of running text. Here are some of the rules I suggest for YR.

1. The YR verb conforms to these structural patterns:
   - \{basic + present + person/number\}
   - \{basic + imperative + person/number\}
   - \{basic + past tense + gender or number\}
   - \{basic + past passive participle + gender or number\}
   - \{basic + infinitive\}

Conjugation consists in combining the morphemes representing each of the elements in these formulas for individual verbs.

The past tense, in the absence of a subject personal pronoun (or a noun for third person), consists of the gender or number 1-form plus the auxiliary som, ši, -, zme, sce, -. If the explicit subject is expressed, the auxiliary is omitted. The conditional is made by the inflected auxiliary bin, biti, bi, bizme, bisce, bi plus 1-form, but the person-specific desinences -m, -s, -zme, -sce are usually omitted if the personal pro-

as a rule; I prefer Jakobson's attitude that most deviant forms violate only one or two specific rules that are worth formulating, but some are so special that it is simpler to declare them anomalous.

The i-stems still have limited productivity, though I have too little comparative data to cite specific items; in any case, i-stems constitute a large portion of the verbs in the YR lexicon. Ova-stems are enormously productive: they make secondary imperfectives (e.g. obojnovovac, preslavovac, podrazumijovac to ob-novi- 'renew', pre-slav-i- 'celebrate', pod-razum-i- 'mean'), and serve to adapt foreign stems, as Frejsa's list of borrowings from English, some very new (usually from SC) show (e.g. kidnapovac 'kidnap', intervjuovac 'interview', even haligalijovac 'dance the hully-gully'). Aj-stems are important in the native lexicon and the list continues to grow with loans (e.g. spikaj 'speak [3s pres]'), esp. with -ir-aj, despite the objections of purists (e.g. 3s hendikajaju vs. hendikapuje 'he handicaps', Frejsa, esp. 120-1).

Nu-stems are marginally productive as perfectives (e.g. sports terms, beksnu- to boksova-'box', finišnu- 'finish', šutnu- to sutaj-šutiraj- 'shoot (a ball)'; Frejsa records slipnuć 'sleep').

Basic stems are expected to provide maximal information. In OCS and Russian, the rule of thumb is that the longer of the two stems in the infinitive (discovered by removing the consonantal desinence -ti or -t) and the 3p pres (found by removing the vocalic desinence): pisa-ti piš-qta yields pisa-; dela-ti delaj-qta yields delaj-. (The shorter or truncated stems piš- and dela- are predictable from the longer; the opposite is not true.) If the stems are the same length, one must decide which is more informative: nes-ti nes-qta, ves-ti vez-qta, and ves-ti ved-qta show a contrast in 3p that is not revealed in the inf., so nes- and ved- are the basic stems. Historical restructuring of present stems in YR led to 3p nes-u, vez-u, ved-u; the past feminines are nes-la, vez-la, ved-la. The unmutated s and z are needed to produce the past forms, and the present š, š can be predicted, so we start with nes-Ø, vez-Ø, ved-Ø (adding the classifier -Ø that indicates that this is a verbal stem).
noun (ja, ti, my, vy) is present. The imperfective future is bužem, bužeš, buže, bužeme, bužece, budu plus infinitive.

2. Every basic stem necessarily contains a root and a formative suffix (the classifier), which may be zero. YR has nine classifiers: -i+, -(č)-a+; -aj+, -ova+, -a+, -e+, -e+; -nu+; ð. The basic stem is given in the lexicon. The inflectional elements are the following:

3.1 Present means a present-marker. There are three sets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1-3-sg, 1-2 pl</th>
<th>3pl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.11 Person-number designations: -m -s -ð -me -ce -ð

3.12 In the context imperative, 1s does not occur, 2s is ð.

4. Imperative is i, which disappears unless it follows certain consonant clusters.

There is no first person sing. imper. For third person, naj plus 3s/3p present is used.

5. Past tense marker: -l-

It triggers two rules: 1. if -i-ð (past masc.) is added to an obstructed stem, either /o/ is inserted before the l, or the l is deleted: ved-ð+l-ð → vedol/ved (the disyllabic forms are definitely preferred in writing). 2. before -l-, a stem-final i is lowered to e: robic robel robela.

---

106 An alternative in the absence of a pronoun is bi som, etc. Notice that the near-equivalence of ja čital and čital som (or of ja bi čital, čital bim, and čital bi som) raises questions of syntax as well as morphology.

107 Verbal adverbs from certain imperfectives may be made by adding -ci to 3p pres, e.g. čitaljući ‘(when) reading’, Kočić 1974: 109. (He cites one in a sentence illustrating a causal genitive, 61: Vracajući še do xiši, stresala še od žimi, ‘Returning home, she was shaking with cold.’). Terms like označajući (odrekajući) zlučnik ‘defining (negational) conjunction’ I take to be simply adjectives.

108 There may be other suffixes between the root and the classifier, but this is irrelevant for conjugation. Prefixes create new lexical verbs, that belong to one morphological verb, represented by the basic stem. Thus pis-a+ ‘write’, na-pis-a+ ‘write down’, pre-pis-a+ ‘copy’, etc., represent one morphological verb (inf. pisac, napisac, prepisac, 3s pres piše, napiše, prepisæ) but three lexical verbs.

109 The hyphen indicates the boundary between root and classifier, and the plus marks the end of the classifier. The “(č)” denotes any/-anterior/ obstructed /č ţ/. E.g. krič-a+ ‘shout, cry’, bež-a+ ‘flee’.

110 Accordingly, one may speak of i-presents (types robi, hvari, viši, kriči), zero-presents (type čita), and e-presents (types kupuje, piše, hivše, zvihne, bije, žije, čuje, etc.). Pilbrow lumps the classifiers and the present-markers together as mechanical “Integration Segments”, thus erasing the primary boundary between invariant morphological basic stem and a series of flectional elements.

111 This ð functions as a consonant (while the zero classifier and the zero present-marker have no phonological content): čit-aj+-ð-ð → čita (3p čit-aj+-u-ð → čitaju). - The imperative 2s has a zero person-marker; 1p has -me, 2p -ce.

112 Current YR tends to restrict the shorter forms to non-prefix ed stems, thus vedol but poved/povedol. - Variants of these two alternations occur in most dialects. A rule inserting a
6. Gender-or-number suffix: masc neut fem plural
   -Ø  -e  -a  -i

7. Infinitive desinence: -c
   It triggers two rules:114 1. /t d s z/ become /s/ (pl'et-Ø+c, klad-Ø+c, griz-Ø+c → pl’esc, klasc, grisc),115 2. /k h/ are replaced by /či ži/; pek-Ø+c streh-Ø+c → pečic, strežić.116

8. Past passive participle is (1) -n-, (2) -t-, or (3) -en-.
   n is added to -a+, -aj+, and r-Ø+; t to -nu+ and sonorants (j, r, l, m, n); en to all other stems.117

9. Consonantal alternations are tied to three sets of consonants I dub neutral, normal, and mutated.
   neutral  p b f v m r
   normal   t d s x z h k l n
   mutated  c ʒ ʂ ʒi ć l’ ň
   The alternations t-c d-ʒ s-ʒ x-ʒ z-ʒ h-ʒ k-č are found in stem-final position before specific endings. Under parallel conditions, the neutral consonants are unchanged unless followed by /j/; then /pja bja fjia vja mja rja/ appear. Two descriptive strategies are available: (1) to allow a mutated neutral set pj (etc.) wherever appropriate, with a rule deleting j before /-backl/ i, e, or (2) to formulate rules only for the cases where overt /j/ occurs. I choose the first here.

10. Informal rules:118 (1) add present-markers [or imperative] to basic stem; (2a) if CC, delete first C.119 (2b) if VV (1) if -ova+v, change ov to uj, (2) delete first V (= remove stem-final V); (3) if tuldu result, quit; otherwise (4) mutate stem-final vowel between consonants is valid for OCS acrists (wed-Ø+x-Ø > vedox, wed-Ø+x-Ø > vede); I did not use this formulation in Lunt 1974 10.11, but taught it this way for years.

114This distribution is significant in terms of Slk dialectology, for in most of Slovak the past of i-verbs is -il -ilar, -ew -ela is normal in Abov, and -el -ela in a small Prešov zone (ASJ II 264). As in the case of the auxiliaries som, sme, this detail shows the importance of the Abov dialect in the generally Zemplin-based selection of Sjk elements in YR.

115Due to the regional differences, this rule is often ignored or applied differently in other dialects.

116This class apparently includes no more than six stems in -k- and two in -h-. The two roots in -h- exhibit complications. For streh-Ø+, see note 141 below. The verbs nch-Ø+ 'be able' and po-moh-Ø+ 'help' require a special rule: -hc- is replaced by -či — moči, pomoči.

117My information is incomplete, and certain doublets exist, e.g. danil/dati 'given', from d-aj+, zahmat/zahmani 'driven out', from irregular za-hnaC -zenV. Also rozjaščil/rozjaščeni 'clarified' from roz-jašč-ı+.

118Rules are to be applied in order, as numbered.
consonant(s) if possible; (5) if imperative, delete marker i unless it follows CC (where the second C is a sonorant).\textsuperscript{120}

Some sample derivations:

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>rob-i+a-Ø</td>
<td>hvar-i+a-Ø</td>
<td>viš-i+a-Ø</td>
<td>krič-a+a-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h⁵</td>
<td>rob+i</td>
<td>hvar+a</td>
<td>viš+i</td>
<td>krič+a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>robja</td>
<td>hvarja</td>
<td>vija</td>
<td>kriča</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>rob-ii-m</td>
<td>hvar-ii-m</td>
<td>viš-ii-m</td>
<td>krič-ii-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h⁵</td>
<td>rob+im</td>
<td>hvar+im</td>
<td>viš+im</td>
<td>krič+im</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>rebim</td>
<td>hvarim</td>
<td>višim</td>
<td>kričim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>čit-aj+u+Ø</td>
<td>kup-o+va+u+Ø</td>
<td>rez-a+u-Ø</td>
<td>nes-Ø+u-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2h</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>kup-uj+u</td>
<td>rez+u</td>
<td>nes+u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>čitaju</td>
<td>kupuju</td>
<td>rezu</td>
<td>nesu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>čit-aj+Ø-m</td>
<td>kup-o+va+e-m</td>
<td>rez-a+e-m</td>
<td>nes-Ø+e-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>čit+am</td>
<td>kup+u+e-m</td>
<td>rez+em</td>
<td>nes+e-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>čtam</td>
<td>kupujem</td>
<td>rezem</td>
<td>nesem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3p</td>
<td>šmej-a+u-Ø</td>
<td>šm+c+u-Ø</td>
<td>vjej-Ø+u-Ø</td>
<td>bij-Ø+u-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>šmej+u</td>
<td>šm+u</td>
<td>vjeju</td>
<td>bij+u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>šmej</td>
<td>šm</td>
<td>vje</td>
<td>bij</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>šmej-a+e-m</td>
<td>šm+c+e-m</td>
<td>vjej-Ø+e-m</td>
<td>bij-Ø+e-m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>šmej+em</td>
<td>šm+em</td>
<td>vjejem</td>
<td>bij+em</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>šnejem</td>
<td>šnem</td>
<td>vjejem</td>
<td>bijem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Imperatives:**\textsuperscript{121}

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2s</td>
<td>rob+i+i-Ø</td>
<td>britv+i+e-Ø</td>
<td>plak-a+i-Ø</td>
<td>post-ż+i-Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>rob+i</td>
<td>britv+i</td>
<td>plak+i</td>
<td>post+i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{120}Mutation generally applies to consonant clusters, but certain exceptions exist, e.g. inv. ščezti 'disappear' from ščez-NU+ (cf. zl'eknuć še 'become frightened', where the z- is [at least historically] a prefix. On the exclusion of C+sonorant in word-final position, see n. 61 above). Examples: tarbi (tarh-nu+ 'pull'), zamkli (za-mk-nu+ 'lock'); odobri (o-dobra-i+ 'approve'), britvi (brito+i+ 'shave'), poštli (post-a+ 'send'), načiš(i) (načiš-i+ 'enumerate'), pošlki (pošl-i+ 'fill'), padhi (pad-nu+ 'fall'), behši (beh-nu+ 'fetch'), l'ghi (l'g-nu+ 'swallow'), rošši (ros-nu+ 'grow'), pojašši (po-jašš-i+ 'clarify'), poštli (po-čn-Ø+ 'begin'), vežži (vež-Ø+ 'take'); but karm (karm-i+ 'feed'), skarž še (skarž-i+ še 'complain'), starč (starč-i+ '?), okolč (o-konč-i+ 'finish'), pužč (pužč-i+ 'release'), čisc (čisc-i+ 'clean'), namesc (namosč-i+ 'replace'), utverž (utverž-i+ 'affirm'), vojž (vo-žd- 'go in'), raič (raič-a+ 'wash'), farb (farb-i+ 'dye'), hažž še (hažž-i+ še 'be ashamed'), cerp (cerp-i+ 'suffer').

\textsuperscript{121}From prat+i 'look', beside expected prati a shortened form prat (patme, pratce) is found, also opatrilopat 'notice', popatrilopat 'take a look'. Similarly, beside vežži vežnice 'take', vež vežce is possible (Kočiš 1971: 15). See also n. 46.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rob</th>
<th>britvi</th>
<th>plač</th>
<th>pošl’i</th>
<th>stoj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1p</td>
<td>hvar-i+ime</td>
<td>čit-aj+i-me</td>
<td>kup-o-vai-me</td>
<td>pl’et-∅+i-me</td>
<td>šm-e+i-me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>hvar+i-me</td>
<td>čijat-i+me</td>
<td>kupukj+i-me</td>
<td>pl’et+i-me</td>
<td>šm+i-me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>hvar-me</td>
<td>čitajme</td>
<td>kupajme</td>
<td>pl’ecme</td>
<td>šmme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary of classifiers:

- **i-**: a large, somewhat productive class. Includes most former -e+: cerp-i+ 'suffer', l’ec-i+ 'fly', šeš-i+ 'sit', šmerz-i+ 'stink', viž-i+ 'see', and many former -čj+: rozum-i+ 'understand'. Other examples: rob-i+ 'do', karm-i+ 'feed', hvar-i+ 'speak', doj-i+ 'milk', poraj-i+ 'put in order, tidy up'.

- **(č)-a-⁺**: Fewer than 20 stems, only four original in this class (bež-a+ 'run', krič-a+ 'shout', kl’eč-a+ 'kneel', l’ec-a+ 'lie'), plus the isolated sp-a+ (pres. šp) 'sleep'.

- **a⁻**: large and productive class; it has absorbed many former -a+ verbs (e.g. strih-aj+/strih-aj+ 'cut [hair]') and some others (pl’uv-aj+ 'spit', bl’uv-aj+ 'vomit'). Includes non-syllabic roots d-aj+ 'give', hr-aj+ 'play', m-aj+ 'have', zn-aj+ 'know'.

122 My inventory comes chiefly from various works by Kočičiš and the “minimal” dictionaries by Medješi and Jerković, supplemented by evidence from texts I have perused. I have tried to be complete with the unusual and unique types, but surely there are verbs I have missed. My glosses may well be inaccurate or dead wrong in some cases. The sample “principal parts” are inf., past masc (sometimes also fem.), 3s pres., 3p pres., 2s imperative, past passive participle.

123 New SC loans require modified rules, cf. uputitic uputim uputa 'send off' (see n. 70 above); we expect mutates consonants if possible before the -i+ classifier and the i-present marker (as in plac-i+ 'pay' placim placă). This verb needs a mark to show that i mutates to k.

124 In terms of ESlk, this class is unexpected, for normal forms in ESlk are kričic kričel kričela and in WSlk kričec kričev-e-la (ASJ II 237, 264); -a⁻ in inf. is not normal Slk. Could SC have determined these forms? NB that Kočičiš 1971 condemns kl’ečic kl’eečel ‘kneel’, which of course means that it is widely used; kl’ečac, unlike bežac, kričac, ležac, has no equivalent in SC. In Kecura, past forms have -el -ela -elo -eli'. - Other stems are: rič+a+ 'roar', rehoč-a+ 'whiny, guffaw', susč+a+ (Sučča)-a+ '?' , fuč-a+ 'whiz', huč-a+ 'howl', graveč-a+ 'bark', sič-a+ 'hisss', tračč-a+ 'crackle, pop', pl’učč-a+ '?splash'. I am guessing at meanings; some of these surely were originally -a⁻ stems (’ryk-a, ’rehot-a, ’huk-a, ’suk-a, ’pl’usk-a). See also n. 32.

125 The contrasting present in hrajem hrajae vs. znam zna (but 3p hraju like znaju) indicates a different interpretation of the segments aj, where the j is something of a historical puzzle. I have elected to posit aj as a classifier in YR zn-aj+ but part of the root in hraj-∅+. See n. 133.
-ova+: the principle productive class. 126

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kupovac</th>
<th>kupoval</th>
<th>kupuje</th>
<th>kupuju</th>
<th>kupuj</th>
<th>kupovani</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>obnovjovac</td>
<td>obnovjoval</td>
<td>obnovjuje</td>
<td>obnoviju</td>
<td>obnoviju</td>
<td>obnovjovani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-a+: limited and unproductive. Includes some old members of this class (čes-a+ 'comb', kol'is-a+ 'rock', opas-a+ 'belf, gird', pis-a+ 'write'; u-kaz-a+ 'show', liz-a+ 'lick', rez-a+ 'cut', vjaz-a+ 'bind'; plak-a+ 'weep', brex-a+ 'bark', posl-a+ 'send'; kap-a+ 'drip, disappear', sip-a+ 'pour', drim-a+ 'doze'; perhaps kašl'-a+ 'cough'), with kaj-a+ še 'rode', šmej-a+ še 'laugh', 127 and newcomers from other classes. 128 Two anomalous stems may be added, with anomalous -ec in inf. 129

- e+: only three roots: sc-e+ 'want' (*xab-č Lunt 1974 §15.233), šm-e+ 'dare' (old čj §15.9) ži-c+ 'sound' (*zv-h-č, Slk znič').

-ej+: (1) semi-productive with adjectival stems, but no inf. may be formed (e.g. bil'-ej+); 130 (2) 5 stems with non-syllabic root: ml'-ej+ 'swoon', tš'-ej+ 'be rotten', pl'- ej+ 'weed', pr'-ej+ 'wither', zr'-ej+ 'ripen'.

---

126 Includes sn-ova+ (snoval, snuje snu) 'found' which in LCoS could apparently form a present *snov-ec-. - This classifier was productive as early as MCoS. When Slavic verbs were borrowed into medieval Rumanian, Rumanian endings were added to basic Slavic stems; the endings were vocalic, so erva automatically became erva, e.g. *lök-erva+ 'doctor, treat' with -i becomes erva. In time, the truncated suffix -ujuven became a major Rum. device for creating new verbs from stems of all possible origins, see Lunt 1966.

127 My OCS description of the early 1950's did not mark classifiers, and such revisions were not possible for the 1974 edition. I would not now posit the "ja" class (15.4) that was marginal for OCS; it is preferable to see it as a subdivision of the -a+ group, but with a number of special stems that deviate slightly. Even more importantly, 15.9 should distinguish the numerous and productive types del-a+ and bogat-a+ and separate them from the few but important root-verbs like buj-o+ 'beat' or myj-o+ 'wash' (15.93-4). [See also Lunt 1995: 199-201.]

128 I will not guess at meanings: -dab-a+ 'resemble', drap-a+ še 'climb', rip-a+, šlip-a+, trep-a+; dolb-a+ grab-a+ še 'climb', hrab-a+ 'rake', hreb-a+ 'dig', Jeb-a+, rub-a+ 'cut', skap-a+ 'disappear', skub-a+ 'pluck', škrab-a+, šub-a+, zlam-a+ 'smash', kar-a+ 'blame, punish', or-a+ 'plow', šmar-a+; kres-a+.

129 In -rv-a+ (odo- pre- u-) 'rip, tear' and o-zv-a+ še (odo-) 'respond', a may be replaced by e before -c. Kokiš 1971 gives prervec (129) and urvec še (147), but explicitly condemns the infinitives odorvec (120) and ozervec še (121).

130 Pilbrow's type S, with inf. bil'ec (implying an uncomplicated ej-verb by my analysis) is not justified by Kokiš, whose 11th class (1974: 102) has bil'ic, with the express note that the present -ej- forms are sometimes confused with i-verbs, his 13th class. Kokiš obviously disapproves of this confusion, but his advice that infinitives like bil'ec and červeneč be used (1978: 70) is clearly language planning, not description. I postulate that the infinitive is suppletive. Medješi has zmocniće zmocneje 'become stronger' vs. zmocnić zmocni 'make strong'. (Note that SC has lost the old čj-verbs entirely.)
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[bɪl'ɪc]  bil'el  bil'eje  bil'eju  —  —  
ml'ec  ml'el  ml'eje  ml'eju  ml'ej  (za)ml'eti
zreć  zrel  zreje  zreju  zrej  zreti

-(V)-nu+: -nu- constant; very few stems, with V before classifier (hi-nu+ 'perish').

hinuc  hinul  hińe  ańňu  hińi  hinuti

C-(nu)+: -nu- deleted before l in non-masculine past; fairly large class, e.g. ʒvih-nu+ 'lift', ʃed-nu+ 'sit down', rek-nu+ 'say' (some with non-syllabic root [za-mk-nu+ 'lock'], zo-h-nu+ 'bend'†).}

nacanuć  nacanhul  nacanhle  nacanhľu  nacanhľi  nacanhnuti
zamknuć  zamknul  zamknla -cahil  zamknľe  zamknľu  zamknľi  zamknnuti

-Ə+: these are the "linguistic debris".

They are subdivided according to root-final consonant: j, nasal, r, l, obstruent.

Some require Truncation rules.

Coj-Ə+: boj-Ə+ še 'fear', stoj-Ə+ 'stand'.

T1 oj-Ə+ → a+: 131 stoj-Ə+c → stac, stoj-Ə+a → stala

stac  stal  stoji  staja  stoj

Cej-Ə+: 8 stems; hrej-Ə+ 'heat', kl'ej-Ə+ 'swear', lej-Ə+ 'pour', -ņej-Ə+ 'take' (obod- pod- -z), šej-Ə+ 'sow', vjej-Ə+ 'blow, waft', -jej-a+ 'put' (na- o- ob- po-pre- -z).

T2 Cej-Ə+ → a+: 132 vjej-Ə+c → vjac; ob-ņej-Ə+c → obņac

hrac  hral  hreje  hreju  hrej  hraţi
kl'ac  kl'al  kl'ej  kl'eju  kl'ej  (za)kl'ati
odņac  odňal  odňeje  odňeju  odňej  odňati
vjac  vjal  veje  vjuj  vej  vjati


krac  kral  kraje  kraju  kraj  ?(pre)krati
bic  bil  hije  biju  bij  biti
obuc  obul  obuje  obuju  obuj  obuti

---

131Historically oj-a+ of basic stem contracted to ă in most WSL; for YR all [= both!] verbs in oj- (1) have i-presents, and (2) become -a- before C-endings.
132This group, Cej-Ə+, is distinct from the six non-syllabic roots with the classifier -ej+ (ml'eje: melc ml'eje) plus the adjective-based -ej+ verbs that do not form infinitives (bi'el'ej+: biľ'eje). Historically, this class goes back in part to LCoS alternating stems Cuja+C but Ceje-, cf. OCS lஜlать iđętni 'pour' (Lunt 1974 §15.48), with WSL contraction of *sja to *d. which persisted in Slk, yielding ʃja/ in Škj if long and after labial or r, ʃa/ if long after other consonants, and ʃe/ if shortened. (For YR, positing vjej means that in non-truncated forms the Ḉ must be deleted by a universally valid restriction of j between neutral C and front vowel.) Old *sja/*s'm stmes have been restructured completely; part of them ended up here (cf. n. 134).
133The formula means not aj or eį, but any other vowel plus j; the root-final j of these verbs, as well as the classifier-final j in -aj+ and -ej+, is now deleted by T3 (= 2a in 10, above): j may not stand before C.
N-Ø: 6 stems; prim-Ø 'get', vin- 'take out', čn-Ø 'start', tn-Ø 'cut' (po- na- za- ), zn-Ø 'harvest', plus v-2n-Ø*+ 'take'.

T4 N-Ø+ → ja:134 prim-Ø+c → prijac, tn-Ø+c → -tjac → -cac, čn-Ø+c → -jac → čac, zn-Ø+c → zac.

v-2n-Ø+ 'take' inserts c in prefix in the presence of vocalic suffixes; v-2n-Ø+c-Ø 3s → ve-2n-Ø+c → vežiče, but v-2n-Ø+c → v2ac.135

Cer-Ø+: 2 stems, ber-Ø+ 'gather', per-Ø+ 'support'.

T5 er-Ø+ → ra:136 ber-Ø+c → brac, per-Ø+ → prac

brac bral bere beru brani

Col-Ø+: 1 stem, kol-Ø+ 'stab (pres kol'e).

T6 ol-Ø+ → la: kol-Ø+c → klac

klac klal kol'e kol'u kol' klani

Cel-Ø+: 1 stem, mel-Ø+ 'grind, mill' (pres. mel'e).

T7 el-Ø+ → l'ec:137 mel-Ø+c → ml'ec

ml'ec ml'el ml'e ml'u mel' ml'eti

obstruent stems: t d, s z, k h.

hřet-Ø+ 'knead', met-Ø+ 'sweep', pl'et-Ø+ 'plait, knit'; klad-Ø+ 'place', pred-Ø+ 'spin', ved-Ø+ 'lead'138

řes-Ø+ 'carry', tres-Ø+ 'shake', pas-Ø+ 'pasture', griz-Ø+ 'gnaw', l'ez-Ø+ 'crawl', vez-Ø+ 'transport'139

pek-Ø+ 'bake', vl'ek-Ø+ obl'ek-Ø+ 'dress', tluk-Ø+ 'knock', vi-rek-Ø+ 'express'; also cek-Ø+ 'run', with anomalous initial č except in past.140

strč-Ø+ 'guard',141 moh-Ø+ 'be able', pomoh-Ø+ 'help'.142

134 Other *un,* bn stems are here. Generation of ja is required both by prijac prime, and by the need to account for the t-c alternation in -tje -cac. The j is deleted from other stems by the general prohibition of j after mutated consonants (cf. 9). The alternative of prefixal ve-vc perhaps is part of broader rules of YR.

135 The imperative is vežni, by this procedure, or anomalous: vež vežne vežce.

136 Historically, this was bsr-a- ber-e-, pvr-a- per-e- (Lunt 1974 §15,6441). The comparable dsr-a- der-e- has been influenced by bsr-C tar-e- (16,533) and *mer-C *mvr-e- (§15,832) > Sk lmr-C mre-e-. There seems to be some variation in spoken YR among these possibilities, e.g. inf. drac.

137 In YR hnač hnal žene ženu is historically parallel, but surely is to be regarded as anomalous (prefixed with na pre rozo u vi za zo).

138 By rule 3 in 10 above, 3 plur pres kladu, hřetu, etc.

139 Rule 4 applies: 3 plur. pres. nešu, grižu, etc.

140 Subject to special rule before c of infinitive, see 7: pečic, tlucic, čečic. The two roots in -h- are less straightforward.
Anomalous verbs:

- The root 'drive' is hna- before C-endings and Žen- before V.
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hna</th>
<th>lna</th>
<th>Žeňe</th>
<th>Žeňu</th>
<th>Žeň</th>
<th>(vi)hnati</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- 'Stand up; stop' is sta+C but stan+V, infinitive stanuc.\(^{143}\) vistac 'get tired; do sg. badly' (vistati may be simple adj, not pps.), dostac 'obtain', nastac 'start, arise', Žestac 'disappear', ostac 'remain', postac 'become', prestac 'cease', pristac 'join; agree'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stanuc/stac</th>
<th>stal</th>
<th>stače</th>
<th>staňu</th>
<th>staň</th>
<th>(vistati)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Six stems have one shape for pres. and inf., and another for other C-suffixes; it would be arbitrary to derive either one from the other. Further, the l of mpast is deleted: e.g. inf. trec 'to rub'; mpast tar, fpast tarla, past pass part tarti; 3s pres tre, 3p tru, inv. tri trice; also drec 'play', umrec 'die', vrec 'boil', -strec 'spread' (pre-), zo-prec 'prevent'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trec</th>
<th>tar</th>
<th>tarla</th>
<th>tre</th>
<th>tru</th>
<th>tri</th>
<th>tarti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- The verb 'to eat' has the stem jed- except for present 1-3s, 1-2p, which have j-; 3p pres has marker i/a. Therefore jem, ješ, je, jeme, jesce, jeza; inv. ješ jezne ješce, inf. jesc, past jedoljed, jedla, pps. jezeni. Also Ž-žed- 'eat up, consume', žem, žesc. Similarly 'tell' poved-/pov- (roz-): povem pove poveža; povež, povesc, poved/povedol povedla, rozpoveženi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>jesc</th>
<th>jedoljed</th>
<th>jem ješ je jeme jesce jeza</th>
<th>ješ</th>
<th>jezeni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>povesc</td>
<td>poved/pved</td>
<td>povem pove poveža ... poveža</td>
<td>povež</td>
<td>poveženji</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The root bud- deletes d before C: e.g. za-bud-Ω+1-Ω → zabul. This applies to zabud- 'forget', zdo-bud- 'obtain', od-bud- še 'take place' and unprefixed bud-Ω+ 'be'. The latter has a set of present forms (bužem buže budu) with future meaning, and an anomalous present som ši Ω, sme see Ω.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>zabuc</th>
<th>zabuš</th>
<th>zabuše</th>
<th>zabuš</th>
<th>zabuš</th>
<th>zabuš</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>buc</td>
<td>buš</td>
<td>som ši</td>
<td>sme see</td>
<td>buš</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The root 'go' is id- (-jd-) for present and infinitive,\(^{144}\) išol išla (-šol -šla) for past: obisc 'go around', odisc 'go away from', prisc 'arrive, come', rozisc še 'disperse',

\(^{141}\)Forms derivable from streg-Ω+ are strete strežu strehol, as well as inf. strežic. There is an alternative infinitive, strehnuc.

\(^{142}\)Special rule produces infinitives moči, pomoči, note 116 above; alternatively, there is a fully regularized pomochnic pomochnul pomožla pomožne pomožtu.

\(^{143}\)The inf. stac is now obsolete or obsolescent in this sense.

\(^{144}\)If made transitive by a prefix, -id (-jd-) is base for the passive participle, običeni, najšenci.
visce ‘exit’, zisc ‘descend’; dojse ‘reach’, najse ‘find’, pojse ‘start off’, \textsuperscript{145} prejse
‘cross’, vojse ‘enter’.

\begin{tabular}{llllllll}
isc & isol & isla & ise & idu & isj & \\
najse & našol & najse & najdu & najš & najšeni & 
\end{tabular}

This verbal system illustrates once again the tangle of items that can be mar-
shalled into orderly patterns, along with the items that are just a bit out of line and
those that stubbornly resist fitting into any niche at all. Like all Slavic verbal sys-
tems, it exhibits a broad orderly framework that is obscured here and there by errant
details and further confused by little pockets of chaos. The productivity of a given
paradigm is in no way correlated to formal characteristics; the analyst can do no
more than attach descriptive comments. The postulating of ten or a dozen explicit
verb-making elements, however, does make it easier to discuss the regularities and
the deviations. It is useful to be able to say that “ova- and aj-verbs are still produc-
tive, i- and ej-verbs less so” rather than to refer to the “types M, B, C, and S” of
Pilbrow’s proposal. My ordering of classes here starts with the rule for selection of
present-markers (i/a goes with i- and (\d) a-verbs, Œ/u with aj-verbs, c/u with all oth-
ers), but it has no significance in itself. On the whole this is an economical type of
description, and above all it affords a framework for comparing these verbal details
systematically with the details of other Slavic dialects in time and space.\textsuperscript{146} Ide-
ally, it should include a section on the derivation of aspectual pairs of verbs. The creation
of secondary imperfectives in particular is an active process in each dialect, and new
verbs may well indicate new morphophonemic patterns (cf. note 70 in the main
article).

\textbf{Postscript.} I should like to thank Ljubomir Medješi of the Novi Sad publishing
house \textit{Rusko Slovo}, and Professor Julijan Ramač and his assistant Mixajlo Frejsa of
the University of Novi Sad for materials. Their answers to some last-minute ques-
tions [in 1990] have allowed me to eliminate some errors; they are in no way re-
ponsible for the mistakes and misunderstandings that surely remain.

\textsuperscript{145} First person pl imper. pojzme is usually shortened to pome ‘let’s go’.
\textsuperscript{146} Pešikan’s brief sketch merely juxtaposes LCoS and Rusin equivalents without pointing out
the significant points of change, e.g., that root-final s, z, n in -Ø+ verbs are subject to mutation
before the present-marker in all possible forms, but f and remain in the third plural, so řežu,
vežu, šežiu but pletu, vedu. For OCS no rule is needed; for YR an older stage of softening
consonants before /s/ fits a more general rule, but its extension to 3p requires something like
rules 3 and 4 sub §10, above.
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